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INTRODUCfION 
This report was initiated by the Maine Forest Service (MFS) in response to 
concerns that a serious effort was needed to capture the experiences and lessons 
learned during the 1970-85 spruce budworm outbreak in Maine. The MFS re-
tained The Irland Group to conduct the work and prepare this report. 
Our objective is to synthesize the observations and experiences of land 
managers, as well as the principal results of recent scientific research on spruce 
budworm in Maine. We have tried to provide a one-stop synthesis volume use-
ful for land managers, students, and scientists. This volume does not replace the 
several excellent scientific compendia that are available. Nor is it a cookbook 
of detailed management recommendations, but we hope our specific recommen-
dations will be useful. Rather, it is an effort to provide a "time capsule" that will 
enable future forest managers to come to grips quickly with what we believe 
has been learned about budworm and Maine's forest from 1970-85 during a 
severe outbreak. It is the book that we wish we had had in 1970. 
Clearly, what is summarized here cannot be uncritically applied to a future 
outbreak. Future forest and insect population conditions may differ markedly. 
We cannot generalize to future outbreaks from our sample of one. But equally 
clearly, future managers will want some place to begin, some overview and 
assessment of knowledge as of 1987. 
This report briefly reviews budworm population dynamics and interactions 
with the forest, then describes the budworm's impacts in detail. It then reviews 
the three principal responses: survey and detection; spraying; and silviculture 
and salvage. It then offers an overview of the outbreak's effects and provides a 
summary of conclusions and recommendations for the future. 
We focus on the budworm outbreak, changes in the forest, forest management 
practices, and protection programs employed. We do not offer a full history or 
state of the art treatment of policy, fmancing, survey and detection, and aircraft 
and spray technology, but only enough to complete a general picture. We do not 
consider the changing knowledge and policies in the areas on environmental 
and human health concerns. 
One cautionary note should be expressed. No reader should assume from the 
title of this monograph that a "spruce budworm outbreak in Maine" had any bi-
ological reality. The outbreak in Maine was a portion of a much larger, subconti-
nental event, and in the biological sense, we must consider that larger picture. 
What is unique to Maine are the specific responses we made to the outbreak, 
and discussing these responses is the only strong justification for writing about 
an "outbreak in Maine". Most of our responses started as technology or ideas 
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borrowed from Canadian or other US sources, then molded to fit our unique s0-
cial, political, and geographic characteristics. 
In preparing this report, we began with an extensive interview survey to cap-
ture experiences, ideas, and questions from forest managers and scientists who 
worked in Maine's forest during the outbreak. Interviews were conducted in per-
son by skilled researchers with experience in the budworm field. The responses 
were collated and have been noted as appropriate in the text. A detailed sum-
mary of the interview responses is on file with the MFS. We then reviewed per-
tinent literature, emphasizing local reports and the principal synthesis volumes 
recently issued. 
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CHAPTER! 
BUDWORM-FOREST DYNAMICS IN MAINE 
The spruce budworm, Choristoneura fumiferana, is one of about a dozen na-
tive species of this genus that feed on true firs (Abies sp_), Douglas frr (Pseudot-
suga menziesil), spruces (Picea sp.), larches (Larix sp.), and pines (Pinus sp.) 
in North America (Harvey 1985). Only two species, the spruce and the jack pine 
budworms (C. pinus), occur in the east. The spruce budworm has the broadest 
distribution of all the budworms, ranging from the Yukon eastward to New-
foundland It occurs throughout the range of baIsam fir (A. balsamea) and of 
white spruce (P. glauca), and can probably be found in plantations outside of 
the natural ranges of these hosts. It has been recorded defoliating hemlock 
(Tsuga canadensis) in Pennsylvania, and was originally described from speci-
mens collected in Vtrginia (Qemens 1865), although these southern areas are 
considered outside of the epidemic range. 
While several of the budworms occur in notable, tree damaging outbreaks. 
the outbreaks of the spruce budworm extend over the greatest area, last the 
longest, and kill and damage the most trees. The three outbreaks recorded in the 
20th Century have extended from Manitoba or Ontario to Nova Scotia and New-
foundland. They have persisted for 10 or more years in anyone location (Brown 
1970. Kettela 1983, Hardy et aI. 1986), and have killed substantial volumes of 
host trees. 
Biological background 
Budworm has one generation per year with winter spent as unfed, early-in-
star larvae in silken hibernacula on the host trees. The subsequent., feeding, lar-
val stages develop in spring to take advantage of bud burst and early shoot 
development; they also feed on developing reproductive buds when present. 
Feeding is preferentially on current shoots and is completed after 6 or 7 weeks, 
by late June. Pupation, moth activity. egg deposition, and hatch are completed 
by mid-August. Details of the life cycle of the spruce budworm are found in 
many sources (e.g. Talerico 1984). 
The spring emergence of budworm larvae is best timed to utilize baIsam frr 
and white spruce foliage. These species, the preferred hosts. tend to show severe 
damage and mortality earliest in an outbreak. Buds of red spruce (P. rubens) 
and black spruce (P. mariana) break 10 to 14 days later than those of fir and 
white spruce, placing them in poorer synchrony with the feeding biology of the 
budworm; budworms survive somewhat less well on these species. Neverthe-
less, these hosts may also show severe damage and mortality. Hemlock can be 
placed with red spruce and black spruce as somewhat less preferred hosts. and 
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probably would suffer little damage in the absence of the other hosts. Larch (L. 
laricina) and white pine (P. strobus) show feeding damage on occasion, but this 
seems to be restricted to the peak years of budworm outbreaks. 
A notable feature of budworm biology is the mobility of populations. Large 
moth flights have been observed whenever outbreak populations occur. After 
depositing some eggs, females apparently undertake obligatory flights between 
subsequent egg masses, and they may drift many miles with the prevailing winds 
(Greenbank et al. 1980). Flights originating in mainland Canada are known to 
have crossed to Newfoundland (Otvos and Moody 1978). The cartographic his-
tories of bud worm outbreaks often show progressive west to east movements of 
portions of infestations; moth-flights are probably responsible for this. Newly-
hatched and spring-emerged small larvae also disperse on the wind, buoyed by 
silken threads. This leads to substantial mortality of larvae but can also spread 
infestations downwind for a few miles (Greenbank 1957). 
It is not uncommon for outbreaks of two or more insect species to occur simul-
taneously, and it was recognized late in the 1970's outbreak that the spruce bud-
worm shares such a relationship with the spruce coneworm, Dioryctria re-
niculelloides(Spies and Dimond 1985}. Maine Forest Service records showed 
that population fluctuations of the two species, back to 1949, were parallel; and 
in a state-wide survey done in 1980, coneworms were shown to represent 15 to 
30 percent of the defoliator population densities on spruce at all spruce bud-
worm densities from epidemic to endemic. Scattered reports from other locali-
ties and other outbreaks (reviewed by Spies and Dimond 1985) suggest that 
simultaneous outbreaks of budworm and coneworm are not unusual, and may, 
in fact, be the rule. 
The coneworm is never common on fir; but it may be abundant enough on 
spruce to cause a significant fraction of the damage attributed to the spruce bud-
worm. Biologically, it may be useful to consider a spruce budworm outbreak as 
a complex of two defoliator species and their associates in the spruce-fir type. 
Population dynamics 
The increase in spruce budworm density between endemic levels and epi-
demic levels is dramatic, with fewer than five larvae per tree characteristic be-
tween outbreaks and 20,000 per tree at outbreak peaks. This increase, approach-
ing four orders of magnitude, can occur over a period of 6 or 7 years (Miller 
1975). Noticeable defoliation, about 30 percent loss of current needles, occurs 
with populations numbering about 2000 per tree. 
In spite of research on the epidemiology of this insect over the last 60 years, 
there is still no generally accepted, single hypothesis explaining the initiation 
and collapse of outbreaks. At this writing, the most recent review of the popu-
lation dynamics of the budworm (Blais 1985) notes two conflicting hypotheses. 
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Double equilibriwn hypothesis 
The older hypothesis associates the development of outbreaks with extensive 
areas of highly susceptible forest, i.e. mature balsam fir, and with favorable 
weather, i.e. wann, dry conditions in May and June, the period of larval develop-
menL In theory, the budworm will be held at a low equilibrium by the activities 
of birds and other natnral enemies for long periods. With the chance co-occur-
rence of highly susceptible forest and 3 or 4 years of favorable spring weather, 
budworm numbers leap beyond the range that natural enemies can maintain at 
low equilibrium. Numbers then increase until a new, high equilibrium is reach-
ed, dictated by the level of available food for the budworm. This is the double-
equilibrium hypothesis first proposed by Morris (1963). Consumption of all or 
much of the available food by the budworm leads to the beginning of fir tree 
death in 3 or 4 years and heavy tree mortality after 7 or 8 years. Shortage of food 
is the initial cause of outbreak collapse, augmented by an increasing impact of 
natural enemies as budworm numbers decline, until the low equilibrium condi-
tion is reestablished. The whole process in a given location occurs over about 
10 years. 
A key corollary of this hypothesis is that outbreak frequency is not predict-
able. Obviously, some years will be required for the forest to grow back to a 
state of maturity where it is highly susceptible. But, this period may vary de-
pending on whether most of the earlier forest was killed or only small portions. 
The occurrence of highly favorable spring weather is also unpredictable. 
Supporting the double-equilibrium hypothesis is the extensive work of Blais 
(1983) in documenting apparent spruce budworm outbreaks over the last 200 
years, using analysis of radial growth in old white spruce in various localities 
including Maine. He concludes that intervals between outbreaks have varied 
from 30 to 100 years in different regions of eastern North America Although 
not directly related to this present discussion, it is of interest that his studies sug-
gest that outbreaks in the 19th Century were less frequent, less severe, and more 
localized in area than 20th Century outbreaks. Blais relates this to an increased 
abundance ofbalsam fir resulting from logging disturbances, suppression of for-
est fires, and more recently, prevention of death of ftr through application of in-
secticides. 
An important implication of the double-equilibrium hypothesis of budworm 
population dynamics is that, if large-scale death of trees is the force that initi-
ates collapse of an outbreak, then outbreaks should be prolonged, perltaps inde-
fmitely, if tree death is prevented through protection programs. 
Regular oscillatory trend hypothesis 
Upon reexamination of the intensive budworm population data from the 
Green River Project (Morris 1963), with the addition of more recent extensive 
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data from all of New Brunswick, Royama (1984) has proposed a totally new in-
terpretation of the population dynamics of the spruce budwonn. Instead of popu-
lations shifting rather abruptly from a low equilibrium to a high one, and the 
reverse, Royama sees in the data a regular, gradual oscillatory trend in numbers, 
with the period between peaks and valleys at about 35 years. Modelling by Roy-
ama and by Regniere (1984) suggests that an oscillation of this type is probably 
driven by a density dependent mortality factor (or factors) having a delayed re-
sponse to changes in budworm numbers. Both have suggested a disease as a 
likely mechanism, and Regniere's study has simulated a 35-year oscillation 
using a hypothetical, vertically-transmitted disease (from parent through egg to 
next generation) as the key mortality agent. At least one such disease, the mi-
crosporidian parasite, Nosema fumiferanae, is commonly associated with the 
budworm. Publication of the work of Royama and Regniere has stimulated 
much interest in this and other diseases, as well as other biotic mortality factors. 
Yet, at this writing, nothing has been resolved, and even the hypothesis of reg-
ular oscillations in budworm dynamics remains controversial. We expect that 
the question may be resolved by intensive research currently under way in 
Canada before the next outbreak arrives. But, if that has not happened, the ap-
pearance of a new outbreak on schedule in about the year 2005, will be confmn-
ing evidence. 
An important implication of the regular oscillation hypothesis is that out-
breaks should decline after several years whether or not trees have been killed. 
It is easy to conclude that our experience in the 1970's confmns the oscillation 
hypothesis since the outbreak has declined dramatically while substantial vol-
umes of fIT and spruce remain alive. But a very large portion of that resource 
that existed in 1970 has disappeared, both to budworm<aused mortality and to 
harvest. We have data only for Maine. 
The 1986 midcycle resurvey of the Maine forest (Anon. 1987) allows com-
parisons of spruce-fir volumes between 1986 and the earlier 1980 survey 
(powell and Dickson 1984). The 1986 survey shows live tree volume losses of 
14 percent for spruce and 43 percent for fIT between 1980 and 1986. For both 
spruce and fir, this totals 26% of the resource including all loss of volume: mor-
tality, reduction of growth, and harvest. This is a substantial reduction, but it un-
derestimates the total reduction during this budworm outbreak for two reasons. 
The heavy harvest of mature spruce-fIT in the 1970 decade, especially strong in 
the large dbh classes, plus budwonn-caused mortality in the latter part of the de-
cade, are not included. Schiltz et al. (1983) show a substantial negative net 
growth for fIr in the period 1975 to 1980. In addition, we can assume that mor-
tality from budworm and harvesting occurred disproportionately in that portion 
of the spruce-fIT resource that provides the most favorable conditions for bud-
worm survival. From the budworm's point of view, the loss of "good habitat" 
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has been greater than the loss of trees reported in inventories; much of the r~ 
source that is left is in situations where budworm survival tends to be poor, even 
though foliage complements have improVed markedly. 
Sippell (1984) and the Green River studies (Morris 1963) suggest that bud-
worm outbreaks include sOme forested areas which are unsuitable for prolonged 
survival of infestations. The existence of outbreaks in these types depends on 
repeated immigration of insects from more favorable regions. The unfavorable 
areas may be young stands or stands poorly stocked with budworm host trees, 
where heavy dispersal-loss of small larvae diminishes survival. By the late 
1980's in Maine, most of the stands capable of exporting excess moths in large 
numbers may have been lost to harvest or budworm mortality. While a substan-
tial volume of spruce and frr remains, it is probably in stands where infestations 
would not persist for long without immigration. Therefore, there is probably 
nothing in the recent Maine experience that would favor or reject either of the 
two current hypotheses of budworm dynamics. 
Many aspects of the population dynamics of the spruce budworm could be 
discussed, but they go beyond the purpose of this publication. We will mention 
them briefly. 
Mortality factors affecting spruce budworm are numerous and involve weath-
er, parasitoids, predators, dispersal losses, and disease. The Green River Project 
monograph (Morris 1963) is probably the most exhaustive discussion; the most 
recent review is Blais (1985). A major conclusion is that the late larval age in-
terval is the key point where intensity of mortality determines whether popula-
tions will increase or decrease. Weather is probably involved in the year -to-year, 
unpatterned, ups-and-downs in numbers that are superimposed on the overall 
oscillations (Royama 1984). 
Much discussion has concerned whether spruce budworm outbreaks arise 
from discrete epicenters and spread through moth-flights, or whether there is a 
synchronous increase of populations across the entire region, with apparent epi-
centers simply being the points where defoliation is first observed. The double 
equilibrium hypothesis could accommodate either view; the regular oscillation 
hypothesis would seem to mandate the latter view. And, it is possible that both 
processes occur and reinforce each other. 
Nevertheless, it is important to resolve this question. It has been suggested 
(Sippell 1984) that future, large-scale outbreaks might be prevented, delayed, 
or reduced in intensity by early detection and suppression of epicenters, avoid-
ing or reducing spread from them. This approach has limited value if epicent-
ers are, in fact, simply the frrst peaks of a general increase in populations across 
a large region. Finding an answer to this question is an important reason for 
maintaining budworm population monitoring systems across eastern North 
America through the endemic period that we seem to be entering. 
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Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain why warm, dry spring 
weather encourages increases in budwonn numbers. Insects develop faster at 
warm temperatures; they may avoid some parasitism, predation, and disease 
when developing quickly in warm weather. Also, cool, wet weather may in-
fluence the insects more directly. Sanders and Luciuk (1985), for example, sug-
gest reduced survival of early instar budwonns resulting from prolonged pre-
cipitation. But, there may also be more subtle effects. Shepherd (1985) points 
out poor survival of western spruce budwonn when spring emergence is poorly 
synchronized with phenology of the host tree. The degree of synchrony between 
insect and host is a function of weather. Finally, the chemical status of host tree 
foliage, in tenns of both essential nutrients such as protein and usaJ>le carbohy-
drates and deterrent non-nutrients such as tannins and terpenes, is being recog-
nized as a probable key element in budworm dynamics (Mattson el al. 1983). 
Dry weather, causing water-stress, probably increases the levels of key nutrients 
in foliage and may reduce the levels of deterrent chemicals. Budwonns grow-
ing on such foliage are larger and produce more eggs. Similar chemistry may 
explain the differences in susceptibility between young and mature trees. 
Foliage of older trees appears more nutritious for herbivores and less well pr0-
tected with feeding deterrents. 
Finally. the observations of Hardy el al. (1986) on frequency and persistence 
of budwonn outbreaks in different forest types should be noted. The intuitive 
notion is that the pure Boreal Forest type should be the most susceptible. But, 
by mapping frequency of defoliation between 1954 and 1980, it was found that 
the Transition Forest type, lying between the Boreal Forest and the Northern 
Hardwood Forest, is much more likely to experience outbreaks. The high sus-
ceptibility of Transition Forest, which tends to lie in a strip near the United 
States-Canadian border, is apparently explained by its combination of sufficient 
spruce-ftr type. and a relatively warm climate. While true Boreal Forest ex-
periences outbreaks, as in the Gaspe Peninsula and in Newfoundland, outbreaks 
are less frequent there because of the harsher climate. 
Budworm-rorest models 
During the last two decades, there have been attempts to gain insight into bud-
wonn population dynamics through computer simulation modeling. The earlier 
models were developed in collaboration among the Maritimes Forest Research 
Centre (MFRC), the Institute of Resource Ecology (IRE), and the International 
Institute of Applied System Analysis, Vienna (lIASA), using data from the 
Green River Project The MFRC/IRE model was used as the basis for a task 
force report on budwonn control alternatives in New Brunswick (Baskerville 
1976) and for other papers. In this section, we consider only regional budworm-
inventory simulators and not stand-level models. 
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In the late 1970's, Stedinger developed a model similar to the MFRC/IRE 
model, designed to simulate budworm in the Maine forest (Stedinger 1977, 
1984). The Stedinger, or Maine model, combines submodels for forest dynam-
ics, mortality, and budworm dynamics, which interact with each other. 
The model describes host behavior within 9300-ha "sites." A fIxed percent-
age of each site is assumed to be covered by spruce-fIr, characterized by age 
distribution and foliage density. The model differentiates between old and new 
foliage, and foliage density is affected by budworm feeding, tree mortality, and 
the annual production of new foliage. Budworm mortality, in turn, is based upon 
the ratio of new to old foliage, as affected by budworm feeding. 
The population dynamics submodel simulates budwonn survival or repro-
ductive success in each of six distinct life stages. Survival of each stage depends 
upon functions based on key variables at that stage, including population level, 
stand characteristics, dispersal losses, defoliation levels, weather, and old-new 
foliage ratios. The model provides for dispersal of fecund female moths to other 
sites and for influx by long-range moth flight The model deals with the effects 
of spraying by adjusting mortality in the late instars. 
Stedinger found that this model simulated the effects of the budworm out-
break on individual sites more accurately than the MFRC/IRE model did. He 
used the model to simulate three different protection strategies, and found that 
the best approach was to spray when egg density at the end of the previous sum-
mer had reached the pre-outbreak level of 320 eggs/square meter. This strategy 
was clearly superior to the one then in place in both Maine and New Brunswick, 
which was to spray when tree conditions indicated that severe mortality was 
likely without protection. The model predicted that the aggressive spray strategy 
would have resulted in spraying about 1/3 the area annually as the existing 
Maine strategy, with 1/6 the annual defoliation. A mass infestation would have 
been prevented. The New Brunswick Task force study using the MFRC/IRE 
model also found an aggressive spray strategy to be superior. 
Unfortunately, the Stedinger model has a number of weaknesses. It does not 
differentiate between the effects of spruce and fa on the budworm population, 
nor does it model the effects of spatial orientation of stands within the 9300-ba 
sites, or spatial effects between sites. It ignores the preference of dispersing 
moths for mature and ovennature trees, and the effects of humidity and tempera-
ture on dispersal. The model treats as random, independent events things which 
are probably neither, such as weather and mass flights. 
Thus, the Stedinger model is not useful in distinguishing between the double-
equilibrium and regular oscillation hypotheses. In fact, the model assumes one 
of the key characteristics of the double-equilibrium hypothesis, the existence of 
independent epicenters, as one of its initial conditions. Models like this have 
been very useful in identifying the interrelations among factors in the budworm-
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forest system, and in pointing out areas where greater knowledge is useful. 
However, it appears that scientists are not yet ready to build a global model of 
budworm behavior on which to base suppression strategies. 
The fact that the Stedinger model had little or no influence on Maine policy-
making is probably due more to events within Maine at the time of the model's 
publication, and to the general nature of the model, than to concerns based on 
a close analysis of the model. In 1977, Maine was engaged in a massive and 
highly controversial spray program, and the idea of greatly intensifying spray-
ing was probably seen as totally infeasible politically and fmancially. 
A basic problem which prevented both the Stedinger and MFRC/IRE mod-
els from gaining acceptance by forest managers is their lack of "transparency" 
(G. Baskerville, pers. comm.). A common problem with early computer model-
ing efforts was the tendency to build complex models whose inner workings 
were difficult to understand. This led to a lack of confidence in the results. Also, 
the population dynamics models have tended to have more of an entomological 
than a forestry orientation. Thus, they did not address the situation in a way that 
managers found relevant In contrast, the Green Woods and WOSFOP/FOR-
MAN models are much simpler in their logic, and were designed specifically to 
address particular management problems (see Chapter VI and Appendix D). Be-
cause of this, these later models have been widely used. 
Historical background 
The most recent sproce budworm outbreak (called the 1970's outbreak), was 
not a unique event and future outbreaks should be anticipated. Three widespread 
outbreaks in eastern North America in the 20th Century are well documented 
(Brown 1970, Kettela 1983). We refer to these as the 191O's,1940's, and 1970's 
outbreaks, although they were not precisely confmed to the decades indicated, 
and the timing varied somewhat in different regions. For example, outbreak 
peaks to the west in Quebec were a few years earlier than in New Brunswick to 
the east An earlier outbreak, 1870-1880, is also known (Baskerville 1975a) but 
poorly documented. Several papers by Blais (e.g. 1981, 1983) indicate evidence 
of these and earlier outbreaks back to about 1700 from analysis of radial growth 
in old white spruce across the region. In addition, Anderson et al. (1986) report 
the fmding of abundant head capsules of caterpillars of the same family as the 
sproce budworm in pond sediments dating back about 10,000 years. It is im-
possible to identify the species of these head capsules, but it is likely that they 
represent the spruce budworm. It is generally concluded from this evidence that 
periodic spruce budworm outbreaks are a natural event, associated with the ma-
turing and regeneration of sproce-frr forests, and that the process has been oc-
curring since early post-glacial times. 
Baskerville (1975a) has speculated on the probable ecological role of bud-
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worm in the forest in the undisturbed case, before extensive harvesting became 
dominant. He describes a typical situation for the Green River watershed in the 
New Brunswick panhandle, where balsam fir dominates the softwood type. 
Stands are of two age c1asses, the older having fir about 70-80 years of age, and 
the younger 20-30 years. A budworm outbreak develops, and in its course kills 
virtually all the fir in the older stand, leaving some spruce and non-host species 
such as birch and pine. The stand has so little cover left that it regenerates. At 
the same time, the younger stand suffers only partial mortality, insufficient to 
severely reduce stocking. By the time of the next eruption of bud worm , the now 
mature stand suffers heavy mortality. The previous understory has grown to the 
20-30 year old condition. The same pattern of mortality is repeated as in the 
earlier outbreak, but the acres involved are different This view suggests a sym-
biotic cyclic relationship between tree and insect. The insect kills overstories 
but only after the forest has set the stage for regeneration, and the forest pro-
vides an endless resource for repeated outbreaks of the insect In this view. the 
budworm preserves a stable but oscillatory system that involves large shifts in 
population numbers but which has persisted with little change for centuries. 
There probably exist many tree-pest systems of a similar nature. For instance, 
with bark beetles, young trees possess sufficient defensive systems to resist the 
pest under normal circumstances. Once the tree has matured and reproduced, 
its defenses decline and it is killed by the beetles, but continuation of the same 
forest type has already been assured (Mattson and Addy 1975). 
The 1910's outbreak produced heavy mortality of trees in Maine, as well as 
in parts of Quebec and in New Brunswick (Brown 1970). Maine's loss has been 
estimated at about 27 million cords (Weed 1977 citing earlier sources) which 
amounted to about 40 percent of the commercial resource. Harvesting surviv-
ing stems further reduced the resource in the next decade (Seymour 1985), re-
generating much of Maine's spruce-fit type in a brief period. 
The 1940's outbreak reached Maine borders in about 1945 and ebbed and 
flowed in northern sections until about 1955 (Weed 1977),1 without causing 
much tree mortality. The reason is not known; the stands that originated in the 
1910's may have been young enough to have low vulnerability. One small area, 
20.000 acres around Madawaska Lake, was sprayed in 1954, the fltst budworm 
spray project in Maine. 
By 1955, the infestation in Maine was restricted to the northeast comer of 
Aroostook County. It intensified and enlarged somewhat, resulting in several 
spray projects between 1958 and 1970, but remained confined to the northeast 
1 Some of Weed's infestation maps have been reported as erroneous. For an accurate 
presentation for a specific year, it is best to consult the 8JU1ual budworm reports of the 
MFS. 
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comer of the state. While the infestations were severe, the limited acreage in-
volved allowed aggressive spray protection, and tree mortality was negligible. 
The fact that Maine had some areas of budworm outbreak starting in 1945 
and continuing through 1987 has led some to believe that we were dealing with 
a single budworm episode lasting an unprecedented 40 years. Examination of 
the cartographic histories (Brown 1970, Kettela 1983, Hardy el al. 1986) shows 
otherwise. While Maine and New Brunswick were spraying budworms in the 
mid- and late 1960's, this involved the last remnants of the 1940's outbreak. 
High budworm populations elsewhere in eastern North America existed during 
this period in only a few, small spots. About 1970, major upsurges once again 
appeared in Ontario and western Quebec, and by 1975 the entire region from 
Ontario to Newfoundland was involved in the largest spruce budworm outbreak 
ever recorded (Blais 1983, Kettela 1983). 
Details or the 1970's outbreak in Maine 
From the cartographic histories, the 1970's budworm outbreak in Maine ap-
pears to have originated by spreading from the remnants of the 1940's outbreak 
in northeast Aroostook county. However, rising infestations in Quebec un-
doubtedly contributed to moth flights on the prevailing winds. Maine Forest 
Service light trap surveys began to record increasing budworm population levels 
in 1971-1973 (Figure 1). During this time, defoliation was restricted mainly to 
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Figure 1. Mean numbers or spruce budworm moths captured In light traps (15-
24 traps per year) located throughout Maine, 1961-1986. Data from Maine 
Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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northern regions of the state (Figures 2, 3). In 1974, larval populations ballooned 
to epidemic levels, and massive moth flights throughout the state ensued. In 
1975, infestation levels and defoliation reached outbreak proportions (Figure 
4). Budworm populations throughout the next decade remained in the epidemic 
phase, with regional variations, until their sudden collapse in 1984-1985. These 
population bends can be summarized by calculating the yearly average LIT (sec-
ond instar larval) counts from the annual spruce budworm reports (Figure 5). 
B udworm population trends are also revealed by their effect on the resource, as 
displayed in yearly defoliation maps (Figures 6, 7). 
Regional analysis of the budworm outbreak was formalized in 1977, when 
six survey zones were delineated by the Maine Forest Service's Entomology Di-
vision (Figure 8). The regions differed in physiography, forest type, infestation 
history, and spray history (Table 1). 
Table 1. Maine spruce budworm survey regions. 
Region 
Allagash-
St. John 
Northeast 
Western 
Mountains 
Moosehead 
Penobscot-
Mattawamkeag 
Southeast 
Coastal 
Physiography Forest 'JYpe 
Mostly flat with some 
rolling hills, two major 
river valleys, hilly in 
extreme north. 
Several hilly areas with 
two major river valleys. 
Very hilly with several 
mountain ranges. 
Mostly flat in the north. 
Very hilly with mountains 
in the south. 
Predominantly low, flat, 
wet. 
Coastal influence, 
shallow, rocky soils. 
Predominantly contiguous 
spruce-fir. 
Predominantly mixed wood. 
Much cleared agricultural 
land Few large areas of 
contiguous spruce-fir. 
Susceptible type broken into 
relatively small sections. 
Fir in the valleys with 
spruce and hardwoods in the 
high areas. 
Spruce-flI' flats in the 
north, mixed wood and 
hardwood in the south. 
Flat wet areas heavy to soft-
wood, ridges mostly hardwood. 
Mixed softwood and scrub 
hardwood The softwood is 
mostly spruce with patches of 
flI'. 
From Spruce Budworm in Maine: 1977. Maine Dept Cons., Ent Div., Tech. Rep. No. 
3. 
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- noticeable defoliation 
Figure 2. Spruce budworm defoliation In 1972. Redrawn from Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 3. Spruce budworm defoliation In 1973. Redrawn rrom Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 4. Spruce budworm defoliation In 1975. Redrawn from Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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AN INDEX OF SPRUCE BUDWORM ABUNDANCE 
IN MAIN£. 1975 -1986 
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Figure 5. An Index or spruce budworm abundance based on egg mass or overwin-
tering larval surveys, state-wide, 1975-1986. Original data from Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
Regional budwonn abundance values were calculated for each region by 
combining the weighted averages of LIT larval counts for each township in the 
region (Dimond. unpubl. data). When plotted against time for the six zones, 
these budwonn abundance values provide an impression of regional population 
trends (Figures 9.10). It is apparent that populations fluctuated widely in all re-
gions, showing troughs in most areas in 1977-1978 and in 1982, and peaks in 
1979-1980 and in 1983. The Moosehead and Western Mountain regions showed 
lower population levels in most years and an earlier decline, missing the 1983 
peak characteristic of the other regions. The Southeast Coastal region still shows 
moderate population levels as of 1987. 
The annual hazard mtings prepared by the Entomology Division of the Maine 
Forest Service help characterize the regional impacts of the outbreak. These mt-
ings were based on combined information from egg mass surveys and tree con-
dition. A typical hazard mting map is shown in Figure 11. When viewed in 
sequence, these mtings chronicle the outbreak's intensity throughout the state. 
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Figure 6. Spruce budworm defoliation in 1980. Redrawn from Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Allagash-St. John 
This region, with its large contiguous spruce-fir forests, was the fIrst to sus-
tain severe damage. Defoliation began to occur over much of the region in 1974. 
Four years later, in 1978, hazard values were near maximum, due to severely 
damaged tree condition and high egg mass values. By 1980, following three 
years of protection, hazard ratings were low to high in protected areas. Untreated 
areas still experienced extreme hazard ratings. Hazard values were lowest in the 
south end of the zone and highest in the vicinity of Allagash. Hazard in this zone 
lowered during 1980-1982, but in 1983, heavy defoliation caused a hazard in-
crease in some areas. In 1984, hazard remained high over much of the area. Bud-
worm populations decreased in 1984-1985. 
Northeast 
The northeastern zone, with large agricultural areas and mixed-wood stands, 
showed signs of infestation later than the Allagash-St John region. It did ex-
hibit shifting pockets of infestation from the 1950's onward, but large-scale 
defoliation did not appear until 1973, at which time most of the zone was 
classifIed as being in a high-extreme hazard state. The hazard ratings on treated 
areas decreased throughout the outbreak. Most treated stands remained in fair 
or good condition as of 1982. In 1982, heavy defoliation and high predicted 
populations led to a temporary increase in hazard to extreme in the northern 1/3 
of the zone. By 1983, predicted hazard had begun the downward trend that 
would continue until the outbreak: collapsed in 1985. 
Penobscot-Mattawamkeag 
This region. like the Allagash-St John zone, contains large areas of spruce-
fIr flats. Here, however, they are broken up by hardw<XXl~ominated ridges. The 
Penobscot-Mattawamkeag zone fIrst suffered extreme defoliation in 1975. By 
1978, the characteristically high variability of infestation in the region had re-
vealed itself, with some areas showing recovery and others displaying high host 
mortality rates. In 1982, hazard ratings were high to extreme, except for the Mil-
linocket area, where hazard was only moderate. Hazard ratings fell to moderate 
for 1984-1985. 
Southeast Coastal 
Although softwood forests in the southeast coastal zone are dominated by 
spruce rather than fIr, budworm infestation was ranked as "very extreme" begin-
ning in 1975. Feeding by the balsam wooly aphid contributed to the decline of 
the scattered pockets of fir in the region. By 1980, much of the fir in the south-
eastern part of this zone was dead. In 1982, the southeast portion of this zone 
displayed some of the worst tree conditions in the state. By this time, hemlock 
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F1gure 7. Spruce budwonn dtlroUatlon In 1984. Redrawn (rom Maine Forest 
Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 8. Zones used In spruce budworm surveys In Maine. Redrawn from 
Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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REGIONAL SPRUCE BUDWORM ABUNDANCE 
WESTERN MAINE, 1975 -1986 
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Figure 9. Regional abundance Indexes for western Maine survey zones, 1975-
1986. Original data from Maine Forest Service annual spruce bud worm reports. 
and spruce both began to succumb. Most stands were considered to be in criti-
cal condition. In 1984, the southeastern and northeastern regions of this zone 
continued to show high hazard ratings. As of this writing, the southeast coastal 
zone contains the few remaining patches of infestation in the state. 
Moo~ehead 
The northern section of the Moosehead zone is characterized by vulnerable 
spruce-frr flats, while the southern section consists of mixed and hardwood 
stands on hilly and mountainous terrain. The northern portions w~re first heavily 
defoliated beginning in 1974, the southern in 1975. As of 1979, most of the ar(fa 
was in fair to good condition. Severe host condition was restricted to the areas 
north of Moosehead Lake and near Lily Bay. By 1981, current defoliation was 
light, and fair to poor host conditions were due to past damage. The trend 
towards reduced hazard continued 1982-1985. 
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Figure 10. Regional abundance indexes for eastern Malne survey lones, 1975-
1986. Original data from Maine Forest Servke Servke annual spruce 
budworm reports. 
Western Mountains 
In this mountainous region, spruce and hardwoods dominate the uplands, with 
ftr often occupying valleys. Extreme infestation commenced in 1975. In 1979, 
the northern portion of the region was in very poor condition and the southern 
portion contained patches of severe condition. Heavy fir mortality had occurred 
by 1981, but most spruce was still alive. At this time, budwonn populations 
began to decrease. Most of the zone received moderate to low hazard rating by 
1984-85. Thus, the infestation in the western mOWltains struck early and passed 
quickly. 
In summary, the outbreak ftrst was felt throughout all regions of the state in 
1974-1975. It passed relatively quickly in the Western Mountain and Moose-
head regions. The outbreak lingered longest in the Allagash-St. John and North-
east regions and especially the Southeast Coastal region, where spotty defolia-
tion continues. The areas of severe and extensive mortality increased over the 
years until they covered the state in a patchwork pattern (Figures 12,13,14). 
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Figure 11. Map of spruce-fir hazard, 1982. Redrawn from Maine Forest Service 
annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 12. Areas of MalDe containing 10 to 12 percent mortality of balsam fir, 
1978. Redrawn from Maine Forest Service annual spruce budwormreports. 
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Figure 13. Areas or mortality or balsam fir, in Maine, 1981. Redrawn from Maine 
Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 14. Areas ormortaHty or balsam fir, in Maine, 1983. Redrawn rrom Maine 
Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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The reasons for these spatial variations in outbreak intensity and duration are 
unknown and may simply represent random events. However, we offer the fol-
lowing hypotheses, not because there is much evidence to support them, but as 
ideas that might be tested in a future outbreak. 
1. The Allagash-St. John and Western Mountain regions showed evidence of 
the outbreak early because they were closest to sources of moth invasion from 
the west It is the same principle as with an approaching storm; precipitation 
begins earliest in western Maine and latest in the east. 
2. The infestation declined early in the Western Mountains because, we sug-
gest, budworm infestations will not persist for prolonged periods without moth 
immigration, at least not in stands of moderate and low susceptibility. The ag-
ricultural Eastern Townships of Quebec and scattered budworm infestations in 
New Hampshire and Vermont exported relatively few moths to the Western 
Mountain region compared to immigration rates in other regions of the Maine 
infestation. 
3. The western mountain range itself may have provided a partial, physical 
impediment to moth invasion and further reduced hazard to that region. There 
is some evidence for this. Mott (pers. comm.) noted that spruce budwonn 
defoliation ceased above a certain altitude on Mt Katahdin. Osawa et al. 
(1986:49) reported that tree mortality in the western part of Baxter Park was 
greater than in the eastern part and suggested that the central mountain mass in 
the Park provided a shield against moth movements from west to east Green-
bank et aI. (1980) reported that budworm moths do not fly or they drop from 
the airspace at low temperatures, about 14 degrees C. This is more likely to occur 
at high elevations, suggesting a reason why mountains may present a partial bar-
rier. 
4. For similar reasons, the Southeast Coastal region becomes a convergence 
zone for moth flights, perhaps explaining the high intensity and longer duration 
of the outbreak there. Greenbank et al. (1980) reported that large moth move-
ments accompany approaching cold fronts, and such air masses move in a north-
west to southeast direction in Maine. Moth flights would tend to move, there-
fore, from elsewhere in Maine towards the southeast coast. But, Greenbank et 
al. also described the common occurrence of night-time sea breezes, created by 
the cool ocean and warmer land. Moths approaching from the northwest would 
encounter the local sea breeze over Washington and Hancock Counties, setting 
up a convergence zone and a sink for moths. 
As noted above, hypotheses 1 to 4 are only conjecture, supported by little 
hard evidence. They also require acceptance of the assumption that immigra-
tion is a key element in the dynamics of budworm populations in a given local-
ity. This assumption is not universally accepted among budworm experts. 
We have found some weak evidence to support the hypothesis that the West-
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em Mountain region was less susceptible to moth invasions than other regions 
(Table 2). Using MFS light trap catch data from their annual budworm reports, 
'we assigned numbers of moths caught to the region in which each trap was lo-
cated and summed these counts for the years 1972 through 1984. We did not use 
the years before or after this period because of extreme regionalism of the out-
break, with it restricted to the Northeast region before 1972 and to the South-
east-Coastal region after 1984. The total of moths collected in a region was 
divided by the number of traps operating in the region each year, producing an 
abundance index in the form of moths per trap-year; for example, if a region 
had 2 traps operating for 6 years and 3 traps operating for 7 years, the total moths 
collected over 13 years would be divided by 33 trap-years to produce the index. 
The results of this analysis show surprising unifonnity of the index for four 
of the regions, covering all of the central and eastern portions of the outbreak 
area. On the western edge, however, we have higher numbers in the Allagash-
St. John region, possibly because of proximity to Quebec infestations, and quite 
low numbers for the Western Mountains, perhaps for the reasons we noted ear-
lier. The out-of-region traps are traps located in southwestern Maine, away from 
the budwonn outbreak. and as expected, collected the fewest moths. We cau-
tion that these data are weak: and suggestive at best; much of the data for the 
Western Mountain and Southeast-Coastal regions are based on single traps oper-
ating in many of the years; the maximum number of traps operating in a region 
in a given year was six. The single trap operating in the Western Mountain re-
gion in a given year might attract few moths because few were there to be at-
tracted or because it was located in a poor place to attract the insects. In defense 
of the data, however, trap location in the Western Mountains was shifted several 
times and always caught fewer moths than adjacent regions. 
We should also note that data for two traps were omitted. The Blue Hill trap 
could be assigned to the Southeast-Coastal region. However, in contrast to the 
rest of the region, the Bar Harbor-Ellsworth-Blue Hill area did not experience 
Table 2. An index of abundance of budworm moths in light traps for the 
period, 1972-1984. 
Region 
Allagash-St. John 
Moosehead 
Northeast 
Penobscot-Mattawamkeag 
Southeast-Coastal 
Western Mountains 
Out-of-regions 
Moth abundance index 
8,616 
5,460 
6,350 
6,041 
5,059 
1,825 
202 
Number of trap years 
38 
36 
29 
32 
16 
23 
42 
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budworm outbreak in the 1972-1984 period (Fl. Trial, Jr., pers. comm.), and the 
trap catches at Blue Hill resembled those of out-of-region traps and are totally 
different from the Meddybemps trap which was located in the heart of the re-
gion. Similarly, of nine traps operated in one or more years in the Northeast re-
gion, the Garfield trap averaged moth catches that were 250 times lower than 
the averages for other traps in the region. There seems to be something about 
the placement of that trap that reduces its effectiveness (R.G. Dearborn, pers. 
comm.), and we eliminated its counts from consideration. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE MAINE FOREST 
This chapter describes the forest itself, as it stood in 1971, and how its struc-
ture and dynamics were shaped by the budwonn outbreak. 
Pre-outbreak inventory 
Maine's spruce-flf forest region roughly corresponds with the boundaries of 
the state's eight northern and eastern counties including 83% of Maine's total 
timberland. These counties, which are 91% forested, contain over 14 million 
acres of commercial timberland. In these counties spruce-fa is the dominant for-
est type, covering more than 50% of the timberland area; and balsam fa and red 
spruce are the principal species (Table 3). The dominance of spruce and fir is 
even more apparent when inventory volumes are compared (Table 4). In 1971, 
balsam flf and red spruce net growing stock volumes were roughly equal (4.9 
and 4.5 billion cubic feet, respectively). There were much smaller amounts of 
white and black spruce. Spruce and fir in the eight counties together constitute4 
54% of the growing stock volume in that region, and 48% of the state's total 
timber volwne. 
Table 3. Land area by county and land use classes, 8 northernmost 
counties in Maine, 1982. 
in 1000's of acres 
Timber- Productive Unpro- Total Non- Total 
County land Reserved ductive Forest Forest Land 
Aroostook 3768.4 10.3 32.5 3811.2 490.4 4301.6 
Franklin 1014.2 4.3 16.4 1034.9 52.6 1087.5 
Hancock 776.3 29.7 32.1 838.1 145.7 983.8 
Oxford 1190.6 4.9 5.8 1201.3 112.7 1314.0 
Penobscot 1872.7 1.4 67.3 1941.4 253.6 2195.0 
Piscataquis 2238.1 192.7 32.6 2463.4 87.8 2551.2 
Somerset 2334.5 0.2 11.0 2345.7 169.8 2515.5 
Washington 1454.2 12.6 47.7 1514.5 140.4 1654.9 
Totals: 
8 northern 
counties 14,149.0 256.1 245.4 15,151.4 1453.0 16,603.5 
Statewide 17,060.2 272.0 273.1 17,607.4 2229.4 19,836.8 
From Powell and Dickson 1984, Table 151. 
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Table 4. Area 01 timberland by county and lorest type group, 8 north-
ernmost counties in Maine, 1971. 
County 
Aroostook 
Franklin 
Hancock 
Oxford 
Penobscot 
Piscataquis 
Somerset 
Washington 
Totals: 
8 northern 
counties 
Statewide 
Spruce/fIr 
2237.6 
389.6 
403.0 
234.1 
805.1 
1357.9 
1255.9 
804.7 
7487.9 
7770.5 
From Powell and Dickson 1984, Table 153. 
1000's of acres 
Northern hardwoods 
1032.7 
458.0 
186.0 
506.5 
504.9 
658.6 
747.1 
318.5 
4412.3 
5000.9 
All groups 
3768.4 
1014.2 
776.3 
1190.6 
1872.7 
2238.1 
2334.5 
1454.2 
14,649.0 
17,060.2 
Red spruce and fir volumes were roughly equal, but the two species did not 
occur in equal proportions throughout the region. In Aroostook County and the 
western mountain counties of Franklin and Oxford, fir dominated spruce in the 
inventory by a margin of approximately 3 to 2. Conversely, in Hancock and 
Washington Counties the forest was quite different. with red spruce nearly twice 
as abundant as fIr in Washington County, and nearly three times as plentiful as 
fir in Hancock County (Table 5). 
The spruce-fIr inventory in the eight county region included 15.4 billion board 
feet of sawtimber. This constituted 50% of the sawtimber volume in the region, 
and 40% of all of Maine's sawtimber. Total volumes of red spruce and fir grow-
ing stock were roughly equal. But there were 8.9 billion board feet of red spruce 
sawtimber, compared with only 5.1 billion board feet of fir, reflecting spruce's 
ability to survive longer and grow to a larger size (fable 6). 
Ownership patterns 
In Maine, forest industry owns the greatest percentage of timberland, and the 
public the smallest percentage of any state in the country. Of this indusbialland, 
98% is in the eight northern counties. Only 4% of the timberland is publicly 
owned. The remaining 42% is in private, non-industrial ownership, much of it 
held in large trusts, and managed essentially like the industrial lands (Table 7). 
The diverse pattern of ownerships has conbibuted in some measure to a diver-
sity of management goals and practices across the host forest 
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Table S. Net volume of growing stock trees by species and county, 8 
northernmost counties in Maine, 1971. 
In millions of cubic feet 
Total Total 
White Red Black Soft- Hard- All 
County Fir Spruce Spruce Spruce wood wood Species 
Aroostook 1821.5 274.9 1271.3 41.0 3965.4 1357.0 5322.4 
Franklin 324.7 50.5 187.2 0.2 635.5 571.4 1206.9 
Hancock 90.0 26.9 261.8 5.7 579.7 199.1 778.8 
Oxford W7.2 21.4 162.2 0.0 705.0 619.6 1324.6 
Penobscot 434.6 38.3 464.8 30.5 1544.6 690.0 2234.6 
Piscataquis 843.9 91.0 1030.6 46.7 2501.2 947.4 3448.6 
Somerset 938.3 107.7 682.5 10.5 W20.0 1038.4 3058.4 
Washington 252.0 19.0 484.6 29.8 1121.8 452.4 1574.2 
Totals: 
8 northern 
counties 4912.2 629.7 4545.5 164.4 13,073.2 5875.3 18,948.5 
Statewide 5050.2 652.4 4684.6 188.6 14,556.3 6810.621,366.9 
From Powell and Dickson 1984, Table 162. 
Table 6. Net volume of sawtimber trees by species and county, 8 north· 
ernmost counties in Maine, 1971. 
In millions of board feet 
Total Total 
White Red Black Soft- Hard- All 
County Fir Spruce Spruce Spruce wood wood Species 
Aroostook 2328.3 562.0 3048.3 26.7 7138.1 3064.4 10,202.5 
Franklin 333.2 107.7 293.3 0.0 931.6 976.4 1,908.0 
Hancock 32.4 53.5 564.7 6.1 1046.7 241.1 1,287.8 
Oxford 279.8 35.0 299.9 0.0 1516.3 1124.5 2,640.8 
Penobscot 380.0 60.0 927.8 12.3 2607.6 1302.6 3,910.2 
Piscataquis 734.1 197.6 1824.2 34.8 4011.8 2149.5 6,161.3 
Somerset 898.2 260.1 1052.0 8.8 2827.8 2061.4 4,889.2 
Washington 132.7 37.9 886.6 14.5 1768.4 598.7 2,367.1 
Totals: 
8 northern 
counties 5118.7 1313.8 8893.8 103.2 21,846.3 11,518.6 30,999.8 
Statewide 5215.3 1370.6 9141.8 114.8 25,703.4 12,840.0 38,543.0 
c_ D.-. . ..... l1 ....... ..l 1""\ : _1 .. .. __ 100A T_l..l ... 1£C 
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Table 7. Area or timberland by ownership class and geographical unit, 8 
northernmost counties in Maine, 1982. 
In 1000's of acres 
Forest Misc. Total 
County Public Industry Fann Private Private Total 
Aroostook 164.3 1955.6 273.4 1375.1 3604.1 3768.4 
Hancock 41.5 337.0 64.6 332.2 734.8 776.3 
Penobsot 113.8 761.1 132.8 865.0 1758.9 1872.7 
Piscataquis 9.6 1433.1 20.0 693.4 2146.5 2238.1 
Somerset 57.6 1647.9 105.5 523.5 2276.9 2334.5 
Washington 45.8 858.1 94.2 456.1 1408.4 1454.2 
Western Maine· 137.9 881.1 145.0 1040.8 2066.9 2204.8 
Totals: 
8 northernmost 
counties 570.5 7873.9 835.5 5287.1 13,996.5 14,649.0 
Statewide 690.1 8016.9 1306.5 7046.7 16,370.1 17,060.2 
• Western Maine = Franklin and Oxford COlm.ties. From Powell and Dickson 1984. 
Forest history and structure 
The structure of the spruce-fir forest in 1971 was in large part detennined by 
the outcome of a previous budwonn outbreak, in 1910-20. While this fact is 
generally accepted today, its significance for budwonn control and forest man-
agement was not well understood in the early 1970's. According to one recon-
struction, the severe outbreak of 1910-20 left a forest with two broad age classes. 
These were the remnants of an older forest that had survived earlier sawlog cut-
ting and the budworm outbreak, and a new, young age class that was released 
when the budworm killed the overstory (Seymour 1985). The resulting stands 
were understocked and two-storied, with widely scattered surviving merchant-
able trees, which grew slowly. 
Cutting during the 1920's and 1930's removed the outbreak survivors, creat-
ing new young stands. These were similar to those composed of advanced re-
genemtion established before 1910, which had been completely released when 
the budwonn killed all of the overstory. The result of the budwonn outbreak and 
subsequent harvesting, together with low wood demand before 1975, was a for-
est with a severely unbalanced age structure. The Sewall wood supply analysis 
(Sewall Co. 1983) assigned 54% of the softwood and mixedwood acreage in the 
1970 forest to age classes 50-70. 
By the 1950's, harvesting shifted to younger stands that had survived the 
1910-20 outbreak in sapling stage. During this period, both the US Forest Serv-
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ice and large private landowners began establishing systems of continuous for-
est inventory (CFI), using pennanent plots to measure changes in the spruce.-fir 
resource. Data from these inventory efforts began to show unprecedented 
growth rates, due to ingrowth as the budwonn-origin age class began to reach 
merchantable size. Studies reported annual growth rates from 30-60 cubic 
feet/acre, several times those predicted by earlier studies. 
These high growth rates continued through the 1960's. As the unexpectedly 
high growth led to a significant increase in the spruce-fir inventory, the general 
belief developed that the resource was underutilized, and major sawmill and 
pulpmill expansions were undertaken. "The possibility that this was only a tem-
porary, non-sustainable phenomenon, due to a seriously imbalanced age struc-
ture with much of the forest in the rapidly growing 40- to 6O-year age classes, 
apparently was not considered seriously" (Seymour 1985:203). 
Cut: volume and products 
Between 1971 and 1981, Maine Forest Service data show that the softwood 
pulpwood harvest increased by 10%, from 169.6 to 186.9 million cubic feet, 
while the harvest of other products (nearly entirely sawlogs), increased 27% 
during the same period, from 96.9 to 123.5 million cubic feet. Overall, the soft-
wood harvest increased 16% during the period. These figures Wlderstate the 
sawlog harvest, since a large proportion of spruce and fir sawlogs harvested in 
northern and western Maine is exported to Quebec sawmills, which have not al-
ways accurately reported log purchases to the Maine Forest Service. Also, fully 
detailed data since 1981 are not available. 
In 1981, spruce and fir sawlogs from the eight county region constituted 74% 
of the softwood sawlogs cut in the region, and 64% of the softwood sawlogs cut 
in the state (most of the remainder being white pine). When the hardwood 
sawlog harvest is added in, the spruce-fir sawlogs from the eight counties 
amounted to 64% of all sawlogs harvested in the region, and 59% of Maine's 
total sawlog harvest (Table 8). The principal use of spruce-frr sawlogs, in both 
Maine and Quebec, is in the manufacture of construction lumber. 
Projected growth and demand 
Forecasts of future inventories made during the 1970's were based on ex-
trapolations of then current periodic growth rates, which led to a very optimis-
tic view of the forest's future. For instance, in their report on the first US For-
est Service resurvey of Maine, Fergusen and Kingsley (1972) predicted that 
Maine's softwood inventory would actually increase from 14.7 to 18.7 billion 
cubic feet from 1970-2000, even in the face of a 2.5-fold expansion in the 
harvest by 2000. 
These forecasts influenced landowners' and millowners' decisions about 
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Table 8. Sawlog production by county and species, 8 northernmost 
counties in Maine, 1981. 
County 
Aroostook 
Hancock 
Penobscot 
Piscataquis 
Somerset 
Washington 
Western Maine· 
Totals: 
8 northennost 
counties 
Statewide 
Fir 
90.2 
2.0 
5.5 
12.4 
4.1 
3.1 
23.7 
141.0 
143.1 
In millions of board feet 
Spruce 
155.5 
17.3 
2l.7 
49.6 
30.4 
39.3 
9.7 
323.5 
329.0 
Total Total 
Softwood Hardwood 
256.5 17.6 
35.9 0.4 
58.5 2.1 
69.1 7.7 
47.0 2.0 
66.9 0.3 
93.9 19.0 
627.8 
730.9 
49.1 
62.9 
All 
Species 
274.1 
36.3 
60.0 
76.8 
49.0 
67.2 
112.9 
679.9 
793.8 
• Western Maine = Franklin and Oxford. From Nevel, Lammert, and Widman 1985. 
harvest levels and capacity expansion, especially in sawmills. They also affected 
decisions about forest protection in the early years of the budwonn outbreak. 
Unfortunately, the reality with regard to future spruce-fir inventories was far 
less hopeful. The fact that a lopsided age class structure would profoundly af-
fect future harvest potential began to be appreciated by researchers and land 
managers in the late 1970's. 
In 1983, the Sewall Company, under contract with the Maine Department of 
Conservation, used the Green Woods forest simulation model (Seymour et al. 
1985) to analyze future spruce-fir wood supplies in Maine's eight northern coun-
ties (Sewall Co. 1983). The Green Woods model (described in more detail later 
in Chapter VI of this report) grows the forest being modeled in one-year age 
classes. Thus, it forced attention to be focused on the age class distribution that 
had been ignored previously. 
The Sewall report presented 11 simulations of the results of different levels 
of harvesting and protection on the forest. The simulation which projected the 
current harvest level (approximately 2.9 million cords/year), showed that the 
harvest could not be sustained until the year 2020 (the end of the simulation). 
Even without a budworm outbreak, total inventory volume steadily declined. 
While this inventory decline is not necessarily a bad thing, the simuIation re-
sults were in sharp contrast to earlier predictions. The report's methods and con-
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elusions were largely substantiated in an independent review by Gordon Basker-
ville (1983). 
The projections showed that, given the budwonn outbreak, there was no 
feasible level of protection that would allow current harvest levels to continue 
until the year 2020 without a shortfall. "Clearly, the unbalanced age structure 
and a widespread, severe budworm outbreak have set in motion an inexorable 
process of inventory decline and structural change in the resource" (Seymour 
1985:210). This view of the age class structure is also supported by Smith 
(1981:82). 
Our picture of the age class structure of Maine's spruce-fir forest has been 
improved, as indicated above, and it is still changing. Our measured data on 
stand age is less extensive than might be desired, and age class estimates have, 
therefore, been rough approximations. There remains a school of thought that 
feels that the age class imbalance is not as extreme as we have depicted in this 
report (for an analysis emphasizing changes in tree size, see Powell, 1985). 
Complicating the matter further, Seymour (1987) has introduced the concept of 
"effective age" to account for periods of regeneration lag, early suppression, 
and overstocking. Undoubtedly, the accepted view on the age structure of the 
forest and its significance will continue to evolve in the future. 
The age class structure of the forest is different from the age class structure 
of individual stands. Many spruce-fir stands in Maine display a wide diameter 
distribution of stems. In many cases, however, these often represent a single age 
class displaying divergent diameter and height growth due to overstocking. 
There are also many spruce-fir and mixed wood stands with multiple age classes 
but there are few stands displaying a true all-aged condition. While fir in par-
ticular tends to be present in many understories, it tends to be released by dis-
crete events such as overstory harvest or budworm-caused mortality, thereby 
leading to stands (or age classes in multi-storied stands) that are effectively 
even-aged. 
The 1986 midcyele resurvey (Anon. 1987) of the spruce-fir resource con-
ducted by the Department of Conservation found that spruce-fir removals from 
1980-86 averaged nearly 5 million cords/year, more than 70% greater than the 
2.9 million cords/year figure used in the Sewall projection (Anon. 1987). Some 
of this discrepancy may be explained by the underreporting of log exports to 
Canada. If this much higher harvest figure represents a long-term trend, the 
spruce-fir resource may be under even greater pressure than the Sewall report 
indicated. On the other hand, the harvest level has already declined as the brief 
burst of salvage activity subsides. The long-run implications of demand and 
supply for Maine timber were reviewed in a recent report commissioned by the 
Maine IXX:: (RISI 1987). A more recent analysis, using a different model, pro-
jects more optimistic conclusions but shows that the harvest level of the late 
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1970's cannot be sustained beyond the year 2000 without intensified manage-
ment (Seymour and Lemin 1987, Seymour 1987). 
In summary, the spruce-flI' forest of northern and eastern Maine represents 
the state's principal timber resource, and supports the majority of Maine's for-
est product industries. In the 1970's, at the beginning of the budworm outbreak, 
the prevailing opinion was that there was an abundance of spruce and flI'. For-
est survey data (Table 9) show that the inventory peaked in the 1970's. In fact, 
even without budworm, the harvest was already approaching, or even exceed-
ing, the level which could be sustained in the long term. Thus, the budworm in-
festation developed in a forest in which there was no long-term surplus of spruce 
and flI'. 
Table 9. Spruce-fir growing stock volume in Maine (billion cu. ft.) 
1959 1971 1982 1986 
Fir 
Growing stock 3.6 5.0 4.0 
All live trees 4.4 2.5 
Spruce 
Growing stock 4.0 5.5 5.8 
All live trees 6.4 5.5 
Total 
Growing stock 7.6 10.5 9.8 
All live trees 10.8 8.0 
Note: The 1959-S2 and 82-S6 comparisons overlap in 1982 to account for different 
geographic coverage and tree definitions used. 
Source: Powell, 1985, p. 63, and Maine Forest Service, 1987, p. 15. 
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CHAPTERm 
IMPACfS OF THE OUTBREAK ON SPRUCE-FIR STANDS 
This chapter reviews literature and field experience concerning the impact of 
the budworm outbreak on spruce-fir stands in Maine. Impacts on the resource 
as a whole are reviewed in Chapter VII. 
Mortality patterns in Maine 
Mortality due to spruce budwonn defoliation varies widely, both within and 
between stands (Tables 10, 11), and is therefore difficultto predict for any given 
stand (MacLean 1980). Note, however, that of the Maine studies listed (fable 
11), only Osawa et al. (1986) was undertaken at the end of the outbreak. The re-
maining four studies were made 6 to 8 years into the outbreak and do not rep-
resent the fmal impact. It may be significant that, in describing losses on Great 
Northern Paper Co. lands following the 1910's outbreak, Hazelton (1976) re-
ported losses very similar to those reported by Osawa et al. for Baxter Park in 
the recent outbreak. But some generalizations can be made about conditions 
which are correlated with high susceptibility and vulnerability. Susceptibility, 
or the probability that a forest area will be attacked by budworm, is influenced 
Table 10. Components of cbange in volume of aU trees alive in the 1980 
U.S. Forest Service Survey.· 
SPRUCE FIR 
Milft3 Percent Mil ft3 Percent 
1980 live growth 6439.2 100 4399.8 100 
Ingrowth + 372.2 + 5.8 + 196.1 +4.5 
Accretion + 550.0 +8.5 + 333.5 +7.6 
Mortality -402.6 -6.3 -1478.6 -33.6 
Net growth + 520.6 + 8.1 -949.0 -21.6 
Removals -1476.3 -22.9 -1011.0 - 23.0 
Net change -956.7 -14.9 -1960.9 -44.6 
(-14) (-43) 
1986 live growth** 5482.5 -8.5 2438.9 - 55.4 
(5532.3) (2525.1) 
*The average time between surveys is 5.4 years. 
**The change components were based on a subsample of the survey. The first value is 
obtained by adding the change components to the 1980 live growth volume. Values in 
parentheses are estimates based on the survey as a whole. 
From the 1986 Midcycle Resurvey of the spruce-fir forest in Maine, Tables 1 & 7. 
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Table 11. Average budworm-caused mortality in softwood stands as a 
percentage of pre-outbreak basal area during the 1970's 
outbreak in Maine. 
Citation Years Region % Fir % Spruce 
defoliated mortality mortality 
Brannel al. 8 Maine 14.61 1.9& 
1985 
Devine and 6 Moosehorn 48.5 7.5 
Conner 1980 
Osawaetal. 13 Baxter 85-96 25-45 
1986 
Seymour 1980 6 Baxter 16.9-24.5b 3.3-4.1b 
Seymour 1980 6 Baxter 22.7-63.8c 3.2- 25.5c 
a Includes both protected and unprotected stands; all other values in this table refer to 
unprotected stands. 
b RangeS represent increasing percentage of fir in softwood stands. 
C Ranges represent decreasing crown position in spruce-fir stands. 
by stand composition, age, intensity of the outbreak, and geographic location. 
Vulnerability is the probability that an infestation will result in damage and is 
partially dependent upon susceptibility (Mott 1963). Other factors such as in-
dividual tree vigor, presence of other insects and of diseases, tree species, and 
duration of the outbreak also affect vulnerability. Since vulnerability is the more 
inclusive tenn, it will be used in this paper to indicate "susceptibility and vulner-
ability" unless specifically indicated otherwise. 
Fir vs. spruce vulnerability 
The relative vulnerability of fir and red spruce was first quantified by Craig-
head (1924) for the 1910-1920 outbreak. He studied spruce-fII flats in southern 
Quebec and New Brunswick, in what was known as the "Acadian" region. This 
forest type, which also extends into Maine, was a northern hardwoods associa-
tion mixed with conifers, of which red spruce was most characteristic. Craig-
head found that spruce mortality was consistently lower than fII mortality. On 
plots where fir mortality was greater than 90%, spruce mortality was only 29-
65%. Fir mortality was distributed throughout all diameter classes, while red 
spruce mortality was concentrated in small diameter classes. 
Seymour (1980) stated that in Baxter Park, "fII mortality was 3--8 times 
greater than spruce in all years and under all conditions. Mter three years of 
mortality in 1979, fII tree mortality had reached over 50% in all softwood types, 
while red spruce mortality remained under 10%" (Table 12). In the same region 
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Table 12. Annual mortality of balsam rar and red spruce due to spruce 
budworm defoliation according to stand type in Baxter State Park. 
Balsam Fir Mortality Red Spruce Mortality 
Stand type 1977 1978 1979 1977 1978 1979 
Percentage of 1976 basal area 
>70% ftr 11.9 a 18.2 a 24.5 a 1.4 3.4 4.1 a 
>85% spruce 13.2a 16.8 a 20.7 a 2.8 2.6 2.8 a 
mixed spruce-ftr 10.5 a 14.8 a 16.9 a 1.5 1.5 3.3 a 
sprayed control * 7.0b 10.3 be * 1.2 1.1 b 
>35% non-host 4.2 b 4.5bc 8.3 be 2.2 1.2 1.0 b 
young fIr « 25 yrs old) 0.3 b 1.5c 5.4 c none none 0.04 b 
• Control plots established in 1978. Area sprayed in 1973. 1975. 1976. and 1979. 
Within years, means followed by the same letter do not differ at the 0.05 level. 
From Seymour 1980. 
four years later, Osawa et al. (1986) found lhat the average volume lost to mor-
tality of spruce was 27% and in fir was 77%. 
These studies might be seen as a special case in Maine, since they are re-
stricted to unsprayed areas. However, the Cooperative Forestry Research Unit 
reports on the Growth Impact Study, which covers all of northern Maine, echo 
these findings. In 1976, near the beginning of the outbreak, balsam fIr accODrlted 
for about 47% of the total mortality in the spruce-ftr type. By 1980,78% of the 
total mortality volume was frr (Schiltz et al. 1983, Solomon 1988). During the 
year 1981-1982,14.6% of fIr basal area was lost to budworm mortality in soft-
wood stands, but only 1.9% of spruce basal area (the great majority of which is 
red spruce) (Table 13; Brann et al. 1985). 
Two hypotheses have been advanced to explain the lower vulnerability of 
spruce. The fIrSt, labeled the phenology hypothesis (Osawa et al. 1986) holds 
that fIr is more vulnerable because development of budwonn larvae is better 
synchronized with fir shoot growth than with red and black spruce shoot growth. 
Balsam fIr bud break: coincides with the emergence of budwonn larvae from 
hibernation, while the buds of spruce open later. The other hypothesis grants 
relative invulnerability to spruce because old foliage of frr is more readily con-
sumed than that of spruce (Seymour 1980). Also, spruce trees bear more buds 
than fIr. 
Despite studies showing spruce to be far less vulnerable than fIr, landowners 
perceive the situation differently. Ten out of fourteen respondents to our survey 
felt that while spruce is initially less affected than frr, the two are equally vulner-
able, given enough time. The time lag could explain the incompatibility of these 
perceptions with the studies conducted in the 1970's, but not with those con-
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Table 13. Mortality due to the spruce budworm in northern Maine 
during 1981-1982. 
SOFIWooD STANDS 
1982 growing stock a 
1981 growing stock b 
1981-1982 cut C 
1981-1982 mortality 
mortality due to budworm d 
MIXED WOOD STANDS 
1982 growing stock 
1981 growing stock 
1981-1982 cut 
1981-1982 mortality 
mortality due to budworm 
Balsam Fir 
sq ft/ % of 1981 
acre total BA 
22 
26.02 
1.25 
4.41 
3.79 
21 
22.99 
o 
2.36 
1.63 
4.8 
17.0 
14.6 
o 
10.3 
7.1 
Red Spruce 
sq ft/ % of 1981 
acre total BA 
45 
45.58 
0.93 
1.21 
0.87 
20 
19.72 
o 
0.43 
0.25 
2.0 
2.6 
1.9 
o 
2.2 
1.3 
Figures taken from the following sources in Brann et al. 1985: 
a 1982 growing stock taken from Table 1. 
b 1981 growing stock calculated by subtracting net growth (Table 2) from 1981 grow-
ing stock value. 
C Cut and mortality values are from Table 3. 
d Mortality due to the spruce budworrn is from Table 4. 
dueted in 1982 (Brann et al. 1985) and 1983 (Osawa et ai. 1986). Perhaps the 
landowners' opinions stem, in part, from an earlier view that spruce would be 
absolutely invulnerable to attack. 
Also, there is a difference between the fact that spruce is less vulnerable than 
frr and the belief that unprotected spruce will not suffer heavy damage in a severe 
budworm outbreak. Many landowners found that, although spruce stood up bet-
ter than frr to budworm attack, unprotected spruce stands still suffered economi-
cally unacceptable losses. Some spruce stands suffered nearly 100% mortality. 
Spruce vulnerability: white vs. red vs. black 
White spruce is generally regarded as the next most vulnerable species after 
balsam frr, followed by red and black spruce. Quantifications of white spruce 
vulnerability and mortality in Maine, where it is patchily distributed. are almost 
non-existent in literature. 
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Several life-history traits of white spruce make it an acceptable second choice 
for budworm (Greenbank 1963). Its buds open about 4 days after balsam fir in 
New Brunswick. while red and black spruce buds open 10-14 days later. White 
spruce offers ideal oviposition sites in stands Hlled with defoliated fir, since 
moths prefer closely spaced needles of new shoots. It also produces more and 
larger shoots than does balsam fir, allowing it to support a high budwonn popu-
lation with less mortality than fir. 
Red spruce is considered to be the next most vulnerable host, followed by 
black spruce, which is relatively invulnerable. Although the phenology of the 
two species is similar, their foliage quality is different. Red spruce foliage from 
previous years can support budworm larvae until bud break, whereas the old 
foliage of black spruce does not supply adequate nutrients (Greenbank 1963). 
For the current outbreak, most interviewees agreed with the susceptibility 
ranking white>red>black. Some felt, however, that white spruce was more re-
silient than red. resulting in a lower vulnerability. Almost everyone agreed that 
black spruce was the least vulnerable, but some people mentioned that black 
spruce on upland sites may not exhibit the same vulnerability as it has on poorl y-
drained sites. 
Osawa (1986) examined the vulnerability of hybrid swarms of red and black 
spruce in relation to drainage class. "Reddish" (>50% red characteristics) spruce 
showed about 70% average mortality for all drainage classes. "Blackish" (>50% 
black characteristics) spruce mortality was higher on dry sites; an average of 
24% died on hydric sites, while 49% died on mesic sites. It is not clear whether 
phenology. foliage quality, or some factor affecting tree vigor is responsible for 
the greater mortality of black spruce on upland sites. 
Osawa's research demonstrates the fact that red spruce and black spruce in 
Maine are not distinct and well-defJ.ned species. Red and black spruce actually 
exist as a continuum. with red spruce at one end, black spruce at the other, and 
hybrids which are more or less "reddish" and "blackish" in the middle. It is not 
clear how much of the observed variability in red spruce vulnerability in Maine 
can be attributed to this genetic variability. 
Damage to black spruce. and in some cases red spruce, appears to have been 
reported more commonly in maritime climates such as Nova Scotia, Newfound-
land, and southeastern Maine (Dimond, pers. comm.). Maritime weather con-
ditions may provide closer synchrony between budworm spring emergence and 
bud break on spruce. 
Species composition: proportwn offtrlspruce 
Seymour (1980) found that average mortality of fu and red spruce was not 
significantly affected by the relative proportions of the two species (Table 12). 
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Due to the higher vulnerability of frr, however, total basal area loss increased 
with increasing proportions of fir in softwood stands. 
Species composition: mixed wood stands 
Seymour (1980) found that mortality of both fir and red spruce was much 
lower in mixed wood than in softwood stands. Fir mortality in mixed wood 
stands was only one-third that in mature conifer types. During 1978 and 1979 
in the mixed wood types, only 8% of the codominant firs and 30% of the over-
topped and intennediate crown classes died, compared to 32% of the co-domi-
nants and 60% of the lower crown classes in the softwood types. Spruce showed 
a similar pattern, with mortality for all crown classes lower in the mixed wood 
type. 
Osawa et al. (1986) found that, for Baxter Park as a whole, both flf and spruce 
mortality decreased with increasing proportions of non-host species. As the pro-
portion of non-host species increased from less than 5% to greater than 35%, 
the percent mortality of spruce dropped from 32% to 16% and that of fir from 
93% to 52%. In four out of the six individual towns, however, the proportion of 
non-host species was not related to mortality levels. 
Various theories have been advanced to explain the lower vulnerability of flf 
in mixed stands. It seems that all stands may be equally susceptible and that only 
vulnerability differs (Seymour 1980:59). Seymour (1980) reviews some of the 
current theories: 1) parasitism ofbudwonn eggs by Trichogramma minutum in-
creases due to increased availability of alternate hosts (Kemp and Simmons 
1978).2) Dispersal losses of bud worm larvae are higher in mixed-wood stands 
(Kemp and Simmons 1979). 3) Budwonn favors exposed crowns as oviposition 
sites. Fewer spruce and fir have emergent crowns in mixed wood sites; many 
are at least partially overtopped by hardwoods. 4) Hardwood shade reduces cam-
bial respiration of defoliated firs, saving energy. 
In spite of the theoretical basis and experimental evidence for lower vulner-
ability of spruce and frr in mixed-wood stands, about half of the land managers 
that we interviewed did not percei ve much difference in vulnerability in mixed-
wood stands. Most emphasize that at lower outbreak levels or near the bound-
ary of the infestation, host species within mixed-wood stands may be less vulner-
able. But they believed that when budwonn populations within a stand remained 
at extreme levels for a long enough time, the vulnerability of host species in 
mixed wood stands approached that of softwood stands. 
Stand age 
During the 1910-1920 outbreak in the spruce-fir flats of the Acadian region, 
stands under 60 years of age were relatively invulnerable, with mortality re-
stricted to smaller diameter classes (Craighead 1924). In stands 60-100 years 
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old, average rlf moqality was greater than 60% and was distributed throughout 
all diameter classes. Seymour (1980) found that mortality was not related to age 
in stands between 60-90 years, but was much lower in 25-year old stands. 
During the last year of the study, however, mortality in the young fir stand in-
creased 400% (Table 13), so perhaps the lower vulnerability of young fir disap-
pears after prolonged infestation. Young red spruce, in contrast, was apparently 
invulnerable to budwonn attack throughout the duration of the study. 
Interview respondents were evenly divided into three views about the in-
fluence of age on stand vulnerability: older stands are more vulnerable, stands 
of all ages are equally vulnerable, or older stands are more vulnerable only at 
peak infestations. This gradient of opinions parallels the respondents' beliefs re-
garding species composition and stand vulnerability; the classical theories re-
garding initial stand conditions hold up until peak infestations, at which point 
all stands seem equally vulnerable. 
Stand density 
Several authors have suggested that vulnerability increases with stand den-
sity (Craighead 1925, Morris and Bishop 1951, Witter et al. 1984). Lower 
vulnerability in open stands may be due to increased vigor (Craighead 1925), 
increased dispersal loss of larvae (Mott 1963), or a combination of the two. At 
outbreak levels, dispersal loss probably has a negligible effect, but increased 
tree vigor resulting from optimum stocking might still decrease vulnerability. 
Unfortunately none of the studies to date has separated the effects of age and 
density. Since older stands are often overstocked, the resultant lack of vigor may 
be as important as age in determining vulnerability. One of the land managers 
interviewed lent support to tllis idea by citing severe budworm damage on thick, 
25-30 year old stands that originated from clear-cuts in the 1950's. 
The interviewees were divided about the influence of stand density on vulner-
ability. Almost half thought that density made no difference, an equal number 
thought that open stands are less vulnerable, and several felt that open stands 
were more vulnerable. A majority agreed that thinnings undertaken during the 
course of an outbreak did nothing to reduce vulnerability, and might even in-
crease it. Thus, they believed that thinning needed to be accompanied by pr0-
tection to minimize loss. In general, interviewees felt that stand density was a 
less significant influence on vulnerability than many other factors. 
Site quality 
Stands on poorly-drained or extremely dry sites are considered more vulner-
able to budworm damage (Witter et al. 1984). Beyond this, little has been es-
tablished about the influence of site factors on stand vulnerability, although re-
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search on this subject has been initiated recently (Schmitt el al. 1983, Witter el 
al. 1984). 
Vigorously growing lrees are reputed to be less vulnerable to budwonn 
defoliation (Craighead 1925), which could imply that stands on better sites, 
where growth is generally vigorous, would tend to be less vulnerable. A rela-
tionship between site quality and vulnerability has not been established. 
however. Seymour (1980:56) suggests that site quality tends to be confoWlded 
with species composition, since mixed wood stands tend to occupy the better 
sites. Mixed wood fITS have a root system up to 25% larger than similar-sized 
trees on softwood sites. This is important, according to the energy-budget hy-
pothesis. which says that trees with lower levels of stored energy may be more 
vulnerable (Osawa el al. 1986). Smaller root systems could also explain why 
vulnerability increases on poorly-drained sites. 
Stands on extremely dry sites are also vulnerable, perhaps due to the effect 
of water status on foliar nutrient level (White 1976, Osawa 1:1 al. 1986). Accord-
ing to this theory. trees experiencing (water) stress will produce "quality" rather 
than "quantity" foliage. that is, they will allocate more nutrients. especially 
nitrogen, to the needles that they do produce (Montgomery 1985). Higher nitro-
gen content facilitates budwonn growth and development. The observation that 
dry sites are especially vulnerable is supported by a growing body of evidence 
relating drought to insect outbreaks (Mattson and Haack 1987). 
The foliar nutrition theory, if true, has sobering implications. Capital-inten-
sive activities such as planting on good sites and applying fertilizer on poorer 
sites, may lead to increased vulnerability because higher foliar nitrogen content 
will lead to increased vulnerability (Schmitt et aI. 1983). 
Topography 
Topography could influence the course of budwonn outbreaks due to differ-
ences in micro-climate, site effects on Iree vigor, or wind patterns associated 
with topographical features. Impressions of those interviewed were not strong 
in this area, and it is difficult to separate the effects of site quality and topogra-
phy. Some felt that high elevation sites (>700 m) were less affected, while others 
mentioned that stands on poorly drained sites may have been more vulnerable. 
Mott (pets. comm.) believes that physiography and geography act together to 
influence host vulnerability. He observes that spruce is more vulnerable on low-
land sites on the coast and on upland sites in Baxter State Park. Entomologists 
noted early in the outbreak that heavy defoliation tended to appear first along 
stream courses (D. Stark, pers. comm.). 
Osawa el aI. (1986) found that spruce mortality was consistently higher at 
high elevations than at lower ones (Table 14). Above 600 meters, spruce mor-
tality was 41 %. while below 600 meters, it was 22%. Fir mortality did not show 
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Table 14. Fir an~ spruce mortality following a 13-year uncontrolled 
spruce budworm outbreak in Baxter State Park in relation to stand 
composition and elevation .• 
% fll % spruce combined N 
mortality mortality mortality 
Proportion of non-
hosts by basal area 
less than 5% 93 a 32a 48a 101 
5-35 % 85b 25b 51 a 203 
greater than 35% 52c 16c 36b 98 
significance level "''''''' "''''''' "''''''' 
Proportion of flC 
by basal area 
greater than 50% 94 36a 71a 13 
30-SO % 93 45ab 62a 16 
10-30 % 92 38ab 47b 43 
less than 10% 96 23 b 27c 
significance level n.s. "'''' "''''''' 
Elevation 
below600m 82 22b 44b 347 
600-870 m 78 41 a 64a 55 
significance level n.s. 
"''''''' "''''''' 
Significance levels: "' •• is p < 0.0001, •• is p < 0.01, and n.s. is not significant. 
The same letter indicates that the means are not significantly different at the 5% level. 
this change. This effect may be an interaction with spruce mortality as seen on 
other high-elevation sites in New England where budworm is absent, the cause 
of which may be air pollution or other environmental stress. 
Mortality patterns in other regions 
Some mortality patterns appear similar across the entire area from the Lake 
States to the Maritimes. One of the most constant is the relationship of mortal-
ity to the duration of the outbreak. In a review of nearly 20 studies, encompass-
ing 100 plots throughout the eastern budworm infestation zone, mortality in ma-
ture fit stands consistently began about 4-5 years after the onset of severe 
defoliation (MacLean 1980). Mortality ended, on the average, about 12. years 
after the onset of the outbreak, with an average of 70-100% mortality in mature 
fll stands. In general, immature stands took: longer to show mortality losses, 
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averaging 7~ years after the onset of severe defoliation, and total mortality in 
immature stands was lower, only about 30-70% (MacLean 1980). This agrees 
with studies and landowner perceptions in Maine. One study found an excep-
tion to this pattern, however. In the Ottawa watershed in Quebec, mortality in 
20-50 year old stands was almost as high as in mature stands (Blais 1981). 
The lower vulnerability of spruce was another consistent pattern. SbJdies in 
Quebec (Blais 1981), New Brunswick (Clowater and Andrews 1981), and Nova 
Scotia (Wellings and Bailey 1982) agree with fmdings in Maine that fir is far 
more vulnerable than spruce. Within spruce species, the perception that the 
vulnerability decreases in the order white>red>black is not substantiated by a 
study in New Brunswick, where all four types of spruce (white, red, black, and 
red/black hybrid) were found to be equally vulnerable (MacLean et al. 1984). 
Protection history is also related to mortality patterns region-wide. In the 50's 
outbreak in Minnesota, Batzer (1973) found that 12 years after the onset of the 
outbreak, the volume of the unsprayed stands averaged 1/3 that of the sprayed 
stands. Most of this mortality occurred after the collapse of the outbreak, a re-
sult not unfamiliar to Maine, where the 1982 forest inventory showed minor 
losses compared with the 1986 mid-cycle survey (see Chapter 7). 
Protection history and mortality 
According to the land managers interviewed, protection history is an impor-
tant variable in determining the mortality rate in infested areas. Several stated 
that the difference is so clear that one can see distinct borders between protected 
and unprotected areas from the air. Others emphasized that spraying, at worst, 
bought time in which to salvage. 
While qualitative judgments agree that protection makes a major difference 
in forestalling mortality, quantitative sbJdies are few. Normally, spraying is ap-
plied to badly damaged stands and withheld from stands in better condition, 
making direct comparisons difficult. Fleming et al. (1984). in one of the few 
studies of spraying in Maine, suggest that spraying may not always confer the 
benefits that landowners might hope. Each year from 1975-1980, they ex-
amined the benefits conferred by spraying. The maximum reduction in average 
defoliation was only 20%. while the maximum reduction in average egg mass 
density was 50%. This study does not separate aggressively protected stands 
from those sprayed only once. An unpublished MFS study comparing aggres-
sive treatments to unsprayed stands will show a much more favorable outcome 
from spraying (H. Trial,Jr. pers. comm.). The Cooperative Growth Impact Study 
(Solomon 1988 in prog.) provides one basis for such a comparison, but the final 
report was not available at this writing. 
Baxter State Parle and the Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge, due to their 
no-spray policies, provided controls for "nabJral experiments" on the effect of 
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spraying. In the Moosehom study, no tree or top mortality was attributed to bud-
worm in the sprayed aiea following three summers of severe defoliation. Within 
the unsprayed area, average ftr top and tree mortality was 43% and 13 % respec-
tively (Table 15). By the spring of 1981, fir top and tree mortality had increased 
to 56% and 48.5%. Spruce began to show top mortality (8.5%) and tree mortal-
Table 15. Percent tree and top mortality due to spruce budworm in the 
Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge and a neighboring protected forest. 
1977 1977 1979 
Moosehom Control Moosehom 
(unprotected) (protected) (unprotected) 
FIR 
% top kill 
suppressed 43 .. 0 75.0 
intermediate 45 0 73.0 
co-dominant 40 0 62.0 
dominant 25 0 54.0 
average 43 0 56.0 
% tree kill 
suppressed 18 0 62.0 
intermediate 18 0 55.0 
co-dominant 10 0 52.0 
dominant 5 0 49.0 
average 13 0 48.5 
SPRUCE 
% top kill 
suppressed 0.0 
intermediate 9.0 
co-dominant 0.0 
dominant 7.0 
average 8.5 
% tree kill 
suppressed 0.0 
intermediate 10.0 
co-dominant 3.0 
dominant 4.0 
average 7.S 
From Figures 13, 15 and 16 in Devine et ai. 1978 and Figures 10,12, and 13 in Devine 
and Conner 1980 . 
.. All values except for the averages are estimated from the published line graphs. 
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Table 16. Balsam far and red spruce mortality in the Baxter State Park 
region ror sprayed and unprotected stands by crown class and stand 
type. Mortality values express the percentage 01 trees alive in 1977 tbat 
died in 1978-1979. 
BALSAM FIR RED SPRUCE 
Stand type Over- Inter- Codom- Over- Inter- Codom-
topped mediate inants topped mediate inants 
>70% frr 
sprayed 59.4 39.4 11.3 3.7* 5.3* 0.0* 
unsprayed 77.9 68.5 41.7 18.6 20.5 9.7 
spruce-fir 
sprayed 38.7 38.1 13.7 11.3 0.9 0.0 
unsprayed 63.8 56.5 22.7 25.5 9.9 3.2 
>85% spruce 
sprayed 68.0 38.6 3.8 23.7* 2.1 0.0 
unsprayed 52.2 58.2 7.9 22.8 7.0 2.8 
>35% non-host 
sprayed 15.1 11.8 3.4* 11.1 3.8* 0.0* 
unsprayed 26.4 22.2 7.9 5.6 3.1 0.6 
From Seymour 1980, Table 8. 
• Rates not significantly different at the 0.05 level. The lack of significance in the spruce 
mortality rates in the flf stand type is probably due to the small sample sizes for these 
comparisons. 
ity (7.5%). mostly in the 2~"dbh and intermediate crown class. The sprayed 
areas were not treated after 1977, so a long-term comparison was not possible. 
In and near Baxter Slate Park, Seymour (1980) found that fir mortality was 
lower in sprayed than in unsprayed stands for every combination of crown class 
and stand type (Table 16). On the average, between 31 % and 43% of the fir basal 
area was lost to mortality on the unsprayed plots during 1978-1979, while just 
over 17% was lost on the sprayed plots. Red spruce mortality in softwood types 
was also lower in protected stands (Table 17). Spruce in protected stands lost 
2.3 % of its original basal area to mortality in protected stands and 4.8 % to 7.5 % 
in unprotected stands. Solomon (1985b) noted that moderately aggressive spray-
ing could also preserve growth. 
One private landowner provided us with the company's own analysis of the 
impact of spraying. Northern Maine, excluding this company's ownership, pro-
vides an example of partial spray protection with a heavy reliance on salvage 
harvests. Inventory data before, or early in the outbreak and inventory data after 
or late in the outbreak are used to make the comparisons. 
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By 1986, 81 % of this company's 1981 spruce and frr inventory still remained. 
By contrast, on all other ownerships in northern and central Maine, just 65% of 
the 1981 spruce and frr inventory remained. Both situations are significantly af-
fected by harvesting. Mid-cycle survey results indicate that harvesting took 
place at a much greater rate in the northern part of the state as a whole than on 
this company's lands. This was undoubtedly primarily in reaction to heavy dam-
age and mortality from the spruce budworm, in spite of some efforts at protec-
tion. Probably no other landowner in the state stuck with the protection program 
as consistently and aggressively as did this company. 
The estimate of unprotected inventory can be compared with the actual in-
ventory reported in 1986. This information indicates a gain due to protection of 
36%. Other, less quantifiable benefits have certainly occurred and will occur in 
the future, including: 
• greater success in directing harvest operations into the areas with the worst 
mortality while "holding" others; 
• fewer dead stubs to pose a safety hazard to employees working in the woods; 
• better tree health or vigor which will permit resumption of higher growth 
rates than from live, but unprotected trees; and, finally, 
• higher total volume growth in the future because there are more live trees 
surviving. 
A more recent study in Baxter Park corroborated earlier evidence that spray-
ing improved frr survival (Osawa 1986). Twelve years after the onset of the in-
festation, unprotected softwood stands lost over 90% of their original frr basal 
area, while protected softwood stands lost 56%-65%. The benefit of spraying 
spruce was less clear in this study; only in stands dominated by frr was spruce 
survival significantly higher under a protection regime (Table 17). 
The inconsistent success of chemical protection on spruce is echoed in land-
manager perceptions. Although spruce is less vulnerable, it has a reputation for 
being difficult to protect, due to several factors (Keenan and Moritato 1985). 
First, spruce defoliation is harder to detect than frr defoliation because spruce 
retains its older foliage longer. Since damage to spruce takes the form of bud-
mining rather than the inefficient foliage destruction that occurs on fir, the vivid 
reddening of crowns is not seen on spruce. This delay in recognizing spruce 
defoliation tends to lead to a delay in initiating protection. In mixed softwood 
stands, spray application is often timed to correspond with frr bud break, rather 
than with spruce. In fact, one land manager interviewed stated he would prefer 
pure stands of spruce or fir to mixed spruce-fir stands during a budworm out-
break, due to the difficulty of timing spray applications to protect both species. 
Finally, the more tightly packed needles of spruce may protect the budworm 
larvae from spray deposition. But experts in the field of spray technology think 
that we have now learned to protect spruce, by recognizing incipient damage 
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Table 17. Mean percentage mortality by basal area in unsprayed stands 
in Baxter State Park and sprayed stands in a neighboring control area. 
Stand Type 
Fir stands 
(>20% ofsw 
b.a.is fir) 
Spruce stands 
«20% ofsw 
b.a.is fir) 
All 
softwood stands 
« 35% hardwood) 
Treatment 
Sprayed 
Unsprayed 
Sprayed 
Unsprayed 
Sprayed 
Unsprayed 
From Osawa 1986, Table 1. 
• significant at p < 0.001 
•• significant atp < 0.01 
NS not significant the 0.05 level 
Fir 
56.7 
91.2 
* 
64.9 
97.4 
* 
59.3 
93.1 
* 
Mean Percentage Mortality 
by Basal Area 
Spruce 
16.3 
29.9 
** 
31.1 
24.9 
NS 
20.6 
28.5 
NS 
Spruce & Fir 
Combined 
39.3 
61.6 
* 
31.8 
30.7 
NS 
37.0 
53.0 
* 
and by timing applications properly (H. Trial, pers. comm.). It is likely that re-
covery of foliage complement and vigor will take longer for spruce than for fir. 
Growth reduction 
Volume loss due to slowed growth may not be as spectacular as loss due to 
mortality, but it is of nearly equal concern, especially in young stands. In general, 
surviving ba1sam fit exhibits 50-75% annual reduction in growth during the out-
break period (MacLean 1985). Growth reduction due to defoliation increases 
over the course of the outbreak, primarily because the new foliage makes the 
greatest contribution to photosynthesis. Severe defoliation can cause 15-20% 
and 25-56% annual growth loss reduction in the fIrst and second years respec-
tively (MacLean 1985). Ultimately, severe defoliation can lead to 75-90% an-
nual growth loss. Spruce growth reduction has been poorly studied but appears 
to be lower than that of fir. In studies from earlier outbreaks, red spruce showed 
an average of 5()...{)()% (Craighead 1924), white spruce 36% and black spruce 
18% (Blais 1964) annual growth reduction. 
Growth reduction is highest near the base of the live crown and lowest in the 
lower bole (Solomon 1985a). Studies which report that growth reduction lags 
2-5 years after the onset of defoliation are inaccurate, because they are usually 
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based on radial measurements at breast height rather than whole stem analysis. 
Stem analysis is also-more accurate because it includes losses due to top kill. 
Often 50% or more of trees surviving budworm attacks have dead tops. This can 
result in a loss of O.~ meters in total tree height, in addition to causing stem 
deformities and an entryway for decay organisms. 
Stem analysis was used to study growth loss in 44 plots in 35-65 year old 
spruce and fir stands undergoing different defoliation regimes in northern Maine 
and New Hampshire. The 5-year report showed that stands suffering mild 
defoliation (<20% of current foliage) suffered negligible growth loss. Severe 
defoliation (90-100% of current foliage) resulted in 60% annual growth loss, 
or 34% cumulative loss. The cumulative 5-year growth loss was equal to 215 
ft3 facre of wood production (Kleinschmidt et oJ. 1980). 
The seven-year CFRU report on the cooperative growth impact plot study 
found that trees that were less than 50% defoliated every year showed a 10-15% 
cumulative reduction in volume growth (Solomon 1984). Severe defoliation of 
greater than 80% per year resulted in cumulative growth losses of 45 to 50%. 
The Moosehorn study found that lower bole growth reduction in frr occurred 
after only 2 years of severe defoliation. In 1977, radial growth of fir in the 
Moosehom was 0.5 mm/year, half of the growth in the sprayed area (Devine et 
al. 1978). By 1980, radial growth oftII' was only 0.3 mm/year (Devine & Con-
ner 1980). Spruce growth also showed a gradual but statistically insignificant 
decline, to about 0.97 mm/year in 1980. But later studies in the Moosehorn 
showed similar growth reductions as reported elsewhe~35 to 45% (l[ Trial, 
Jr., pers. comm.). 
Unlike the situation in the Moosehorn Refuge, where spruce growth was 
hardly affected, in Baxter State Park basal area growth of red spruce was re-
duced to between 41% and 54% of the pre-outbreak rate (Seymour 1980). 
Spruces in mixed wood stands lost growth at the same rate as in other forest 
types, in contrast to mortality, which occurred at a lower rate in mixed wood 
sites. In stands with a high proportion of spruce, growth loss of more vigorous 
trees was proportionately higher than that of less vigorous ones. 
Growth loss was once attributed to carbohydrate starvation. but newer theo-
ries suggest that it is due primarily to hormonal changes (Seymour 1980). The 
growth hormone IAA is produced primarily in buds and elongating shoots, 
which are destroyed by budworm defoliation. Stored photosynthate could still 
be used for respiration, so vigorous trees would live longer, although with much 
reduced growth. Like mortality, growth loss continues after defoliation has 
ceased, until rootlet and foliage components are rebuilt 
Most of the forest managers interviewed for this report felt that preventing 
significant growth loss in spruce and frr was either technically infeasible, pr0-
hibitively costly, or both. Their protection strategy was to keep as much of the 
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resource alive as possible, without placing much hope in maintaining growth. 
Two of the respondents, however, said that they targeted young stands on good 
sites in an effort to prevent growth loss. 
Damage to regeneration 
The classical view of budworm-forest dynamics holds that spruce budwonn 
outbreaks produce ideal conditions for fir regeneration by removing mature 
overstories, allowing young flf to become established (Baskerville 1975a). Bud-
worm's "silvicultural" activities in the 1910's outbreak were revealed by the 
dense, flf-dominated stands that developed in the following decades. But bud-
worm infestations may also seriously damage regeneration. This damage to re-
generation by budworm can take three forms: damage to the advance regenera-
tion, cessation of cone and seed crops, and modification of site factors affecting 
seedling establishment. 
Budworm feeding on advance regeneration varies widely from stand to stand. 
Interview respondents were evenly divided over whether or not regeneration 
was vulnerable. In 1983 in Baxter State Park, fir and spruce regeneration den-
sities were proportional to the density of advance regeneration established 
before the outbreak (Osawa 1986), implying thatbudwonn defoliation on ad-
vance regeneration is density-independent 
A more serious effect on regeneration may be the absence of cone crops 
during and following outbreaks. The male strobili of flf are one of budwonn's 
preferred foods (Blais 1952) and developing cones are also fed upon by the bud-
worm. The high percentage of top kill among surviving trees reduces future cone 
production since female cones are produced in the upper part of the crown. In 
the studies undertaken in Baxter Park, nearly all flf seedlings existing at the end 
of the outbreak had been established before its onset (Osawa 1986). In the 
sprayed area, two-year old fir seedlings were found, indicating that spraying 
may reduce cone losses to budwonn. 
Reports of spruce cone crop production during outbreaks are mixed. Red and 
black spruce nonnally have episodic reproduction, producing large cone crops 
every 5--6 years. During the outbreak, cone production was conspicuously ab-
sent on red spruce O. Dimond, pers. comm.). In general, spruce cone produc-
tion seems to be reduced, although exceptions have been reported: black spruce 
produced a large seed crop in 1982 in the Sourdnahunk region (Mott, interview) 
and spruce seedlings in Baxter Park (Osawa 1986) had been produced during 
as well as before the outbreak. As well as directly affecting seed production, 
budworm outbreaks also alter site and seedbed conditions. In Baxter Park, per-
cent cover of raspberries was correlated with pre-outbreak basal area ofbalsam 
flf, and thus with the post-outbreak dead fir patches (Osawa 1986). In Ontario 
and Quebec, another study showed a 20-65% decrease in balsam flf seedlings 
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over a 5-year period (Ghent et al. 1957). Nearly 90% of this loss was attributed 
to coverage by dead frr stems and competition from shrubs. 
Management techniques designed to lessen budwonn impact can also affect 
regeneration patterns. Two of those interviewed stated that partial removal of 
infested overstory, such as a shelterwood cut, left the regeneration and under-
story extremely vulnerable. If infested overstories were removed by harvest or 
mortality, budworm populations would collapse, allowing uninfested regenera-
tion to establish, in the absence of larval dispersal from nemby stands. 
In spite of these adverse effects on regeneration, preliminary data from the 
Forest Service's 1986 mid-cycle survey indicate that about 85% of the area 
where the overstory was killed or removed is stocked with regeneration. It ap-
pears that more advance regeneration was present than was apparent to ob-
servers during the outbreak. However, the data do not allow conclusions to be 
drawn about such questions as proportions of spruce and frr and amount of her-
baceous competition (Seymour, pers. comm.). Thus, more study is needed 
before the future development of these new stands can be predicted. 
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CHAP1ERIV 
RESPONSES TO THE OUTBREAK: SURVEY AND DETECI'ION 
Evolution or population survey techniques 
Largely in response -to the budworm outbreak, the Maine Forest Service 
developed one of the strongest forest insect survey programs in the northeast. 
During the outbreak, surveys and assessments of insect and tree conditions were 
used extensively in Maine for: 
1. detecting outbreaks early; 
2. monitoring population levels and health status through an outbreak and 
predicting populations for the following year; 
3. monitoring current-year defoliation levels in stands and the cumulative ef-
fect of several years' damage on the viability of stands; 
4. combining information on population levels and on tree condition to de-
sign protection programs; 
5. designing spray blocks and timing applications; 
6. assessing the budwonn impacts on the forest resource; and, 
7. detennining spray efficacy. 
As experience was gained during the course of the budwonn outbreak, sur-
vey techniques evolved and improved significantly. Several reviews of these 
techniques (Sanders 1980, Dorais and Kettela 1982, Allen et al. 1984, Witter et 
al. 1984) were produced. Successful efforts were made to standardize survey 
and assessment methods throughout the Canadian provinces and the states in-
volved, facilitating exchange of infonnation (Dorais and Kettela 1982). 
Early detection efforts in Maine prior to the 1940's outbreak consisted pri-
maril y of a regular forest insect survey, designed to monitor numbers of foliage-
inhabiting species on the trees being sampled. The method used was tree-beat-
ing, wherein the lower foliage of a tree was beaten with a pole over a sheet spread 
on the ground (Sanders 1980). Dislodged insects were collected from the sheet 
and sent to the Maine Forest Service Entomology Laboratory in Augusta for 
identification and counting. At that time, most fIre wardens, as well as the in-
sect rangers, made repeated collections, accumulating 1000 or rnore each sum-
mer. The system does reflect insect abundance (Spies and Dimond 1985), but it 
has low resolution and only major population shifts are detectable. The other 
detection procedure was a series of light traps distributed over the state. In an-
ticipation of the 1940's outbreak, the number of these was increased to about 25 
(Weed 1977). 
With the development of the 1940's outbreak in northern Maine, sampling 
systems appropriate for dense populations were adopted. The dominant proce-
dure was to prune branches from the mid- or upper crowns of trees, usually fIr 
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unless spruce was of special concern. The branches were placed in plastic bags 
with location labels," and transported to a "counting mill," a field laboratory 
where workers counted the insects. When collecting larvae, pole pruners were 
equipped with a cloth or screen basket below the pruning head to catch any 
larvae dislodged by the pruning. This pruning method of sampling budworm 
numbers remained dominant through the 1970's outbreak. 
Pruning and counting were used to estimate densities of all stages of the in-
sect that remained on the tree: eggs, larvae, and pupae. The egg mass survey, 
undertaken in August and September, was the most intensive survey used 
throughout most of the 1970's outbreak. Its importance was that it predicted 
budworm infestation levels for the next season, providing critical data for plan-
ning protection programs. As many as 1300 of these egg mass samples were 
taken per year during the 1970's outbreak; this was an intensity of 1 to 3 collec-
tions per township throughout the infested area and its periphery (see Figure 
15). 
Samples of larvae and pupae were taken for more specialized purposes. These 
included checking on the accuracy of the egg mass prediction of the preceding 
season, providing prespray and post spray populations estimates to monitor 
success of protection programs, updating the egg mass prediction to guide last-
minute adjustments in the protection program, monitoring spring development 
of the insects for the proper spray timing, and for surveys of parasitoids (rilles 
and Woodley 1984) or diseases. Most sampling involved branch tips of specified 
length, starting as a 15 inch branch but changing to an 18 inch (45 em) branch 
to conform with Canadian methods. Numbers of sample branches and trees 
sampled at a site varied depending on the stage of insect sampled and the specific 
pwpose of the survey. The reviews cited above should be consulted for details 
of the sampling process. 
A major change in population surveys occurred in the 1970's when Miller 
and Kettela devised a method of estimating populations of overwintering bud-
worm larvae (Miller et al. 1971, Miller and Kettela 1972). Branch samples are 
soaked in warm caustic soda, which dissolves the silken hibernacula, and floats 
the larvae into the liquid medium. The insects are then extracted into a small 
volume of hexane. The latter is fIltered, leaving the larvae and some debris on 
a filter paper, where they are counted under a microscope. By the 1980's, this 
method had largely replaced the egg mass survey for predicting populations for 
the following year. This "soaking-out.," or "L II" (for instar two larvae) survey 
can be done at any time through the winter, but is usually done in fall and early 
winter to allow lead time for the next season. It is probably a more accurate pre-
dictor of spring populations than the egg mass survey, since it samples the same 
stage of the insect that is of concern the following spring. But its major advan-
tage is in its economy, as the number of personnel needed to process the branches 
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- extreme - moderate 
- high - low 
Figure 15. Predicted spruce budworm population levels for 1985. Redrawn rrom 
Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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and make counts is much less than required for the egg mass survey (Allen et 
al. 1984). 
Monitoring tree condition 
In gathering data about the status of the budworm outbreak, monitoring the 
condition of trees was as important as determining insect numbers. Spray deci-
sions were generally based both on insect densities and on the likelihood that 
the trees could survive the level of defoliation anticipated for the next season. 
One type of damage survey was done at the same time and site as the egg mass 
or L II survey. Visual estimates of percent current defoliation, of defoliation in 
the two preceding years, and of general tree vigor were recorded and given 
numerical rankings. Once the egg masses or overwintering larvae from the site 
were counted, they were given similar numerical rankings. The rankings for 
both tree condition and insect densities were summed to produce a hazard val ue, 
upon which spray decisions were based. Examples of the Maine hazard rating 
system and of hazard maps from Maine's annual budworm reports are presented 
in Figures 16 and 17. 
The efficacy of any year's spray program was assessed by both the degree of 
defoliation and the effects on the budworm population. A successful protection 
program should not only reduce insect numbers but also must do it early enough 
in the budworm feeding period to significantly reduce defoliation. 
In a large budworm outbreak, the only practical means of mapping defolia-
tion is through aerial survey. In the 1940's, a systematic process was devised to 
accomplish this (Heller et al. 1952). Straight, east-west lines at intervals of six 
miles were flown across the state, using landmarks as guides. Two observers, 
one at each side of the aircraft, continuously recorded the level of defoliation 
(light, medium, heavy), as shown by the degree of browning of crowns, on an 
operations recorder. This method allowed very accurate mapping of defoliation. 
(See example, Figure 18.) Aerial surveys of this type were abandoned in the 
1960's; it was difficult to find observers who could tolerate the hours of unin-
terrupted staring at the trees from a moving aircraft. Systematic aerial survey-
ing was replaced with simple sketch mapping of areas known from ground ob-
servations to have been severely damaged. Most data used to prepare a 
defoliation map came from the 1000 to 1500 ground estimates of defoliation 
made when collecting egg mass or L II samples. 
Occasionally, more detailed information on defoliation was desired, usually 
in connection with a trial of a new protection product or method. These trials 
required more intensive evaluations to compare the efficacy of the experimen-
tal procedure to the operational methods in reducing budwonn populations and 
in protecting trees from defoliation. 
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MAINE FOREST SERVICE HAZARD RATING SYSTEM USED IN 1984 
CURRENT DEFOLIATION 
Category 
Trace 
Light 
Moderate 
Heavy 
Severe 
Trace 
Light 
Moderate 
Heavy-Severe 
Dead Tops 
Li (Jht 
Moderate 
High 
Extreme 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
Values 
0-05 
6-20 
21-50 
51-80 
81 + 
PREVIOUS DEFOLIATION 
(1983~ pLUS 1982%) 
0- 09 
10- 49 
50-129 
130 + 
EGG MASS 7 OVERWINTERING LARVAL DEPOSIT 
BASED ON NO./100 SQ. FT . OF FOLIAGE 
Egg Mass 
1- 99 
100-239 
240-399 
400 + 
TREE VIGOR 
L-II 
1- 175 
176- 500 
501-1100 
l101 + 
Very Poor (No Chance of Recovery) 
Hazard Rating 
Low 
Moderate 
High 
Extreme 
HAZARD 
Figure 16. 
Hazard Values 
o 
1 
2 
4 
6 
o 
3 
6 
9 
+3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
o 
1 
2 
3 
Range of Total 
Values 
0-06 
7-15 
16-22 
23-25 
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On a large scale, spruce budwonn damage can be mapped by remote sensing 
using a variety of photographic and non-photographic techniques (Witter et al. 
1984). Current defoliation can be classified by the degree of browning of 
crowns, using simple color photography. Infrared photography is better for de-
tecting the cumulative effects of several years of damage; healthy trees appear 
red and unhealthy trees appear gray. Private landowners were the major users 
of remote sensing in Maine during the 1970's outbreak. primarily to help 
schedule salvage and presalvage activities. 
During the late 1970's, the Maine Forest Service obtained Color-IR photos 
of those portions of the spruce-fIr zone where small landowners predominate. 
These photos were very useful in assessing damage at a more local level and in 
a vigorous extension effort that was undertaken to make small owners aware of 
the problem. The photos were also valuable in the general service forestry pro-
gram. 
Attempts were made to adapt satellite imagery to detecting spruce budwonn 
outbreaks and damage. While some progress was reported (Witter et al. 1984), 
use of such imagery did not become operational in the recent outbreak. 
Pheromones and light traps: tracking moths 
A new technology that is expected to be widely used in the next several years 
is sex-pheromone traps to monitor moth numbers (Allen et al. 1984, Sanders 
1985). As budwonn numbers decline to endemic levels, most survey techniques 
become unsuitable. For example, in June of 1987, a collecting crew was sent to 
the Rangeley region of western Maine to locate some budwonn larvae for dis-
ease diagnosis. Two hundred branches from flf and spruce were brought back 
to a fIeld laboratory and searched; no budwonns were found. Similarly, in the 
L II survey made by the Maine Forest Service during the winter of 1986-87, 
most samples from northern and western Maine were counted as zeros. This 
simply means that budwonn numbers in most of Maine have fallen below the 
limits of resolution of sampling procedures developed for epidemic numbers. 
Pheromone traps may provide a means of monitoring budworm numbers at 
these low populations. Non-saturating pheromone traps and appropriate phero-
mone emitters have been developed that allow traps to be collected and moths 
counted only once at the end of the moth flight period. Dozens of traps can be 
deployed around the state at low cost. The present expectation is that these traps 
will be an important budworm detection device for local populations (as op-
posed to moth flights) during the endemic period. However, in the most recent 
survey, summer of 1987, large regions of Maine produced zero catches in phero-
mone traps. This suggests the possibility that budworm populations may decline 
below the level of resolution of even these devices, at least as presently used. 
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Figure 18. Map from aerial· surveyor defoHation in 1950, showing contin uous 
and scattered feeding. Horizontal Hnes numbered on tbe left are flight Hnes. 
Redrawn from Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Light traps, which share with pheromone traps the ability to sample low num-
bers of spruce budworms, have been operated in Maine forests since the 1940's, 
and have captured some budworm moths in every year. Simmons (1980) sug-
gests from a selective examination of the Maine light trap data that an increas-
ing trend in population could be seen in the late 1960's, 4 to 7 years before no-
ticeable and extensive defoliation appeared in the 1970's. It might be argued 
that pheromone traps can replace the grid of 2~30 light traps that have been 
operated by the MFS for decades; light traps require more labor to operate and 
to evaluate the captures. However, light traps have some advantages over phero-
mone traps that should justify retaining them. Light traps capture many species 
of moths, and pests other than the budworm can be followed. In addition, moths 
in light traps are segregated by day of capture while pheromone trap catches are 
totals for a season. In light traps, very high catches of moths over one or a few 
days, compared to the usual catch for those traps, are evidence of moth flights 
invading the area This information is not available from pheromone traps as 
presently operated. 
Annual cycle of work 
In summarizing, we might describe survey and detection efforts in a typical 
year in the early 1980's. The period from September through March was devoted 
to the L II survey of overwintering larvae. A listing of the winter survey staff 
from the 1984 annual budworm report is shown in Figure 19. While this group 
made field collections and processed all collections in the laboratory, additional 
collections furnished by landowners were processed for a fee. Wmter was also 
devoted to data analysis, meeting with landowners to plan protection programs 
for the next year, and report writing. The summer staff was larger (Figure 20) 
and began activities in April. The period until spraying would begin, about June 
I, was spent in locating sampling areas, stands from which pre spray and post-
spray collections of larvae and pupae would be taken to evaluate success of the 
protection program, identifying spray blocks upon which special assessments 
of new spray technologies would be demonstrated, sampling insect and tree bud 
development 2 or 3 times per week at a dozen or so locations throughout the 
budworm protection zone so that spray applications would be timed properly, 
taking and analyzing prespray samples, and deleting or adding spray acreage 
based on prespray insect numbers. 
After spraying, one postspray sample was taken from each operational spray 
block, but additional samples were often taken in blocks of special interest where 
new technologies were being demonstrated. In June, when larval feeding was 
completed, defoliation surveys were made, both from the grouna and with 
sketch mapping from the air. In mid-July, pheromone traps were deployed, with 
retrieval and counting in August Light traps were also operating over the same 
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Figure 19. Maine Forest Service spruce budworm survey and assessment unit, 
winter organization. From Maine Forest Service annual 
spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 20. Maine Forest Service spruce budwonn survey and assessment unit, summer organization. 
From Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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period. In some years, special surveys of the abundance of parasitoids of the 
budworm were conducted. The annual budworm reports for the years of the 
early 1980's (Trial et al. 1984, Trial el ai. 1983, etc.) are particularly good 
sources for the status of surveys at the end of the 1970's outbreak. 
Evaluation 
In this study, interviewees were asked the question, "Did state and landowner 
survey and detection efforts adequately forewarn of the outbreak and adequately 
monitor its progress?" The consensus was that the state monitoring system 
evolved into an efficient and adequate system. However, most respondents in-
dicated that coverage was general and information often inadequate to assess 
conditions on a small scale of resolution. Most large landowners dedicated pro-
fessional staff to augment the state information with data from their own sample 
plots, cruises, and aerial surveys. Perhaps this outcome is inevitable; it is un-
likely ~t the ~tate could ever provide all of the information needed to antici-
pate all of the specific questions of landowners. The aerial survey of the state 
was singled out as "cursory" by one forest manager whose organization did an 
annual, two-week, helicopter survey of its own. 
While surveys evolved, in the words of one respondent, to "one of the best 
systems in North America," there was general agreement that early warning was 
lacking, either because the state lacked the information or failed to communi-
cate it to landowners. This seems clearly to have been the case. In Figure 1 ear-
lier, we show an index of bud worm abundance for the years 1975 through 1987 
using data provided by the annual Maine Forest Service spruce budworm re-
ports. The graph does not cover the period of the early 1970's because reports 
for those years provide little quantitative information. The reports clearly indi-
cate an increasing trend in the budworm problem, but the rapid increase in bud-
worm numbers and area infested was not foreseen. 
The Maine Forest Service lacked a specifically designated budworm control 
staff until the mid-70's. Budworm control and survey operations of the 50's, 
60's, and early 70's were managed by using virtually the entire staff of the Ento-
mology Division and temporarily borrowing personnel from the Fire Control 
and Forest Management Divisions. Through 1970, with budworm infestations 
and control programs limited to the northeast comer of the state, the problem 
was manageable. As the extent, severity, and complexity of the problem in-
creased dramatically between 1970 and 1975, without a concomitant expansion 
of staff, the quality of the program suffered, and other pests received less and 
less attention. 
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CHAPTER V 
RESPONSES TO THE OUTBREAK: SPRAY PROTECTION 
mSTORY, POLICY, AND RESEARCH 
Evolution of state policy and protection program administration 
Budworm infestations and protection programs were relatively small 
throughout the 1950's and 60's. As long as spray projects were small, used fa-
miliar methods and insecticides, and took place every few years, they could be 
managed by the Entomology Division without creating a specialized, formal or-
ganizational structure. This section provides a general overview of major policy 
developments. More detail is found in Pistell and Harshberger (1979), Anon 
(1979), and Lund et al. (1979). 
Before 1976, spray programs were funded on a year-to-yearbasis andno 00-
going policy was established. The approach to funding was borrowed from ex-
isting experience with the fire control program. Under this approach, land-
owners had to participate in the funding and in the control program that the state 
determined to be needed (Rumpf et al. 1981). The projects were designed pri-
marily by state entomology personnel. They were funded by a mix of about 1/3 
each state-landowner-federal funds. The landowner share was raised by a flat 
per acre levy on acres owned within the protection region. In some years mixed 
wood and even hardwood was taxed. 
By 1975-76, the clear need for annual large spray projects coupled with new 
legal and substantive requirements made a more formally organized, long-term 
approach necessary. The 1976 Spruce Budworm Suppression Act provided for 
a six -year protection program, established the position of Forest Insect Manager 
(FIM) within the Maine Forest Service to manage the effort, a research program, 
and a program of siIviculturaI withdrawals from spraying. The Act created a 
spruce budworm tax within a defined Protection District to fmance the budworm 
protection program. All survey and detection continued to be managed by the 
Entomology Division. 
During the next several years, the year-round staff for budworm grew in re-
sponse to the need to administer research and environmental monitoring, to train 
airport managers and monitors, to carry out lhe survey and detection and map-
ping functions, and to better inform the public about spray operations. 
Extensive coordination continued with Canadian spray authorities and with 
the federal CANUSA budworm research program which was in operation from 
about 1978 to 1984. Close cooperation was maintained with the Entomology 
Division's survey unit, with federal USDA Forest Service technical staff, the 
University, and with landowner technical staff. An annual cycle of meetings and 
reports kept all parties informed on developments and needs. 
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The funding process was an important detenninant of the administrative 
cycle. As long as federal funding was available, the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) had to be complied with. This meant preparing an annual 
Environmental Impact Statement; after 1980 a five year plan (1981-85), with 
annual supplement, was required. The NEPA process was an important method 
of informing the public and other federal agencies of the state's plans, but it was 
cumbersome and led to completing the federal funding process, in several years, 
after the spraying had actually begun (Irland 1983). It was not successful in 
prompting searching interagency review by either federal or state agencies. 
By the mid-70's, the issue of public cost-sharing was coming to a head. State 
and federal funds provided a high of 2(3 of project costs in 1975. With the high 
costs of the projects, the state legislature and the federal government became 
less willing to participate on the previous basis, and began cutting back their 
contributions. This began a process which resulted by the early 80's in spraying 
itself being funded entirely by the participating landowners. 
By 1978, Maine Department of Conservation officials were looking ahead to 
the form which the spray program should take in the 1980's. They recommended 
that the program be spun off to a group of private owners, that state and federal 
funding for spraying be eliminated, and that reliance on spraying be reduced 
after 1981. In 1979 t the Legislature directed the Department to develop policy 
recommendations along precisely these lines. The Department impaneled a 
broadly representative group to advise on policy recommendations, resulting in 
a report suggesting far-reaching changes in late 1979 (Anon. 1979). This report 
became the basis for the 1980 Budworm Management Act Though a major re-
port to the MFS suggested that a private spray entity was feasible (Lund et al. 
1979), the Legislature did not adopt that approach. 
Under the new Act, landowner participation in the spray program became vol-
untary. The state funded administration, research, and general fuoctions, while 
landowners were to carry the costs of spraying. Landowners were to decide to 
participate in the general spray program for a period of time, and would pay a 
modest per acre tax ("shared tax") on the basis of their acres participating. They 
would then pay a higher tax each year for each acre sprayed. For example, in 
1985, the shared tax was $.208/A.; the spray tax was $7.462/A., and the total 
spray cost was $8.47/ A. 
As a result of rising treatment costs per acre and the reductions in public cost 
sharing, spray taxes on the landowners rose dramatically. In 1976, the spray tax 
was below $1.00 for softwood. The tax rose to almost $9.00 in 1982, but then 
fell to $7.67 / A. by 1985, as a result of lower insecticide costs and concerted ef-
forts to improve efficiency. 
From 1976 to 1980, then, the degree to which owners could choose or decline 
to participate increased. In addition, the involvement of participating land-
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owners in designating spray blocks greatly increased. As a result of this, and of 
the rising per acre costs, acreage participating dropped. In 1976, when the Act 
was passed, about 8 million acres of softwood and mixed wood in the Protec-
tion District participated and were taxed. By 1981, before the new Jaw took ef-
fect, this had fallen to 4.6 million acres because of several extensive silvicul-
tural withdrawals under the 1976 Act. By 1985, acreage participating was only 
1.6 million. 
One interviewee, a forest manager for International Paper, indicated that the 
high costs of the spray program after 1980 were one reason why IP chose to 
operate its own spray program, rather than participate in the state program (WIl-
liams 1985). However, most respondents felt that the change in the program 
from state designation to landowner designation of spray blocks was a great im-
provement, although one indicated that the new policy was not good for small 
landowners. 
By the mid 80's, spray projects were diminishing in size. But the need to 
operate many different airstrips and to engage in intensive monitoring of spray-
ing maintained a need for a large staff and personal services budget In addition, 
MFS blQCk planning became much more a process of coordinating with partici-
pating landowners who were actively involved in selecting treatment blocks. 
No more was the annual project planned almost exclusively by state employees 
and then just reviewed by landowner staff. The MFS staff contracted and the 
fonnal organization with a FIM was eliminated when the year 1986 passed 
without a state spray project 
Insecticides used 
Table 18 lists all the state-sponsored operational spray projects ever con-
ducted by the MFS, which extended from 1954 through 1985. Not listed are 
non-MFS programs, e.g. private spray programs of International Paper Co., 
small aerial private programs of some Christmas tree growers, spray programs 
of the IndianNations (which involved federal but not state assistance). and small 
experimental spray applications undertaken by researchers. 
Certain trends are evident 
1. Because of its low cost and effectiveness, DDT was the sole insecticide 
used until the Forest Commissioner banned its use for budworrn spraying after 
1967. A national ban on the insecticide was established 4t 1970. 
2. Thereafter, fenitrothion and mexacarbate (Zectran) were used exclusively 
until 1975. Spray authorities in Maine were never content with the results of 
fenitrothion, feeling that the registered dosages applied were marginal in effi-
cacy. In 1975, mexacarbate was withdrawn from the market; it had few regis-
tered uses other than the budwonn, and this was a period of escalating costs for 
products derived from petroleum. With only one registered option and that op-
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Table 18. List of all MFS·directed spray projects against the spruce bud· 
worm undertaken in Maine through 1987. 
Total acres 
Year Insecticides used (% of acreage) (in l000's) 
1954 DDT (100%) 21 
1958 DDT (100%) 302 
1960 DDT (100%) ·217 
1961 DDT (100%) '13 . 
1963 DDT (100%) 479 
1964 DDT (100%) 58 
1967 DDT (l00%) 92 
1970 fenitrothion (100%) 1 210 
1972 mexacarbate (100%) 2 500 
1973 mexacarbate (100%) 450 
1974 mexacarbate (100%) 430 
1975 feoitrothion (67%), carbaryl (22%)3, mexacarbate (11 %) 2,233 
1976 carbaryl (98%), trichlorfon (2%) 4 3,500 
19n ~1 (8S%), 'trichlorfon (6%), acephate(6%) S 921 
1978 calbaryt(85%).acephate (9%},bichlorfon (5%), 
.B1 .{1%}6 1,136 
1979 .carbaryl (9l %). acephate (4%)~ Uicbloif~n (3%), 
Bt(2%) 2!791 
1980 carbaryl (84%).,Bt (16%) . . . 1,2~3 
1981 , carbary~ (87%), Bt(10%). acephate (3%) 1,172 
1982 carbaryl (83%).Bt(H%), acephate (6%) -t20 
1983 aminocarb (74%)7,Bt (14%), cru-baryl (11 %), 
acephate (1%) 846 
1984- mexacarbate (62%), Bt (33%), aminocarb (5%) 668 
1985 Bt (80%). mexacarbate (20%) 411 
1986-87 no operational spraying 
. ~- -
I . fenitrothion = Accothion, 1987; Sumithion later 
2 . mexacarbate = Zectran (Dow Chemical early years, Union Carbide later years) 
3. carbaryl = Sevin-4-Oil 
4. trichlorfon = Dylox 4 
5. acephate = Orthene Forest Spray 
6. BI = Bacillus thuringknsis, several fonnulations of Dipel and Thuricide 
7. aminocarb = Matacil 
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tion an unpopular one, a crisis situation existed. The crisis resulted in enlarged 
programs of field and pilot testing of other insecticides. 
3. Carbaryl (Sevin) was the first of the new insecticides registered and be-
came the principal insecticide used from 1976 to 1982. Results with carbaryl 
were reliable, with wide margins for error. However, smaller amounts of 
trichlorfon (Dylox) and acephate (Orthene), both newly registered, were used 
near honeybees and near water where their environmental impact was less than 
carbaryl. 
4. All of these chemical insecticides were replaced by 1984 by aminocarb 
(Matacil) and mexacarbate (Zectran), reintroduced by a new manufacturer. 
These chemicals had significant cost advantages over the materials they re-
placed and provided reliable results. 
5. The biological insecticide,Bacillus thuringiensis (Bl) , was first tried oper-
ationally in 1978, following several years offield testing. Its use remained token 
for five years because of the high cost and marginal reliability of early formu-
lations and application technology. By 1984, cost and reliability of Bt ap-
proached that of chemicals, and its use increased dramatically. 
The large use of Bt in 1985, 80% of the project, is probably indicative of fu-
ture spray programs had they occurred. Bt's possible disadvantages in cost and 
efficacy, compared to chemical insecticides, were balanced by its greater pub-
lic acceptance,reduced potential for liability, reduced need for unsprayed 
buffers, and greatly reduced hazard in transport, handling and application. In-
terviewees were nearly evenly divided over how they weighed these different 
factors. Five preferred Bt to chemicals citing its narrow spectrum of toxicity, 
and the lack of a requirement for buffer zones. On the other hand, six respon-
dents preferred chemicals because of their perceived lower cost, easier timing 
of application, and greater reliability. 
The ultimate acceptance of Bt as a major insecticide can be ascribed to two 
causes. Because of public hostility to chemical insecticides, there was strong 
motivation for the state, the USDA Forest Service, and landowners to persist in 
trials of Bt even after several years of erratic results. Such persistent efforts 
would not have been made with chemicals. In addition, the producers of Bt made 
large improvements in their technology (Dimond and Morris 1984) in just 3 or 
4 years, greatly reducing costs (Irland and Rumpf 1987). Nearly all the inter-
viewees agreed thatBt had been improved significantly during the last few years 
of the outbreak. The frrstB t products used were 16 B concentrates, meaning that 
each gallon of formulation contained 16 billion International Units (BIU) of ac-
tive ingredient Since the operational dosage was 8 BIU per acre, this required 
at least one half gallon of spray per acre. Also, formulations were believed to 
require some dilution with water. Operational spray emission rates with Bt were 
around 1 gallon per acre, at a time when chemicals were applied at about 1 quart 
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per acre. Use of Bt was 2 to 4 times more expensive than use of chemicals, and 
most of this difference derived [rom application costs. 
Bt formulations quickly evolved from 16 B, to 32 B, to 48 B, to 64 B concen-
trates, and a 96 B formulation was tested experimentally. More concentrated 
fonnulations allowed an increase of operational dosage to 12 BIU per acre, in 
place of 8 Bill, while keeping spray emission rates low. It was found that if 
rotary atomizer nozzles were used to fmely divide the spray cloud, Bt concen-
trates did not require dilution but could be applied "neat" (Dimond 1982), pro-
viding several advantages. Mixing costs were virtually eliminated, and spray 
droplets containing very concentrated Bt seemed more effective. An insect eat-
ing a droplet of Bt will cease feeding. If the droplet is concentrated, the insect 
likely will die; if the droplet is dilute, the insect may survive and resume feed-
ing once the Bt deposit has degraded. In the last operational use of Bt, 1985, 
most used was a 64 B concentrate, undiluted, at 24 fl. oz. per acre spray emis-
sion rate. 
The shift to low volume applications of neat Bt prompted Canadian re-
searchers to test more concentrated, lower volume applications of chemical in-
secticides than had been conventional practice. These were apparently success-
ful, but with the budworrn outbreak declining, Maine did not have occasion to 
try them. It is uncertain whether these ultra-low volume tactics could have been 
effective against healthy, rapidly growing populations early in an outbreak. 
Spray block design and application techniques 
During the 1972-1985 period, significant changes occurred in the approach 
taken to spray block design and to aerial application techniques. Changing size 
of spray projects, demands for more accurate application, and new develop-
ments in the use of smaller aircraft all interacted to radically change the tech-
niques. 
Application tactics and timing 
Early in the outbreak, protection of balsam frr, the most vulnerable host spe-
cies, was the principal concern of landowners and the state. One application of 
spray, timed at the peak of larval instarN, was often adequate to protect fir. Ear-
lier instars are protected from spray deposit by their habit of feeding as needle 
and bud miners. Later instars are easily killed, but delayed spray application 
leads to more defoliation. 
Spray applications timed to protect fir frequently failed to provide good pro-
tection for red spruce, the buds of which break later than fir. A$ a result, spruce 
condition had deteriorated greatly by about 1979~O, even in stands where fir 
had been protected (Trial 1984). Canadian experience suggested that split ap-
plications provided better protection of spruce. These usually were about half 
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the normal dosage of insecticide applied on two occasions, several days apart. 
The best timings were just before larvae started mining buds of spruce and just 
after spruce shoots started to elongate. This approach was an improvement and 
was providing reliable protection of spruce at the termination of the outbreak. 
Most interviewees believed that spruce was more difficult to protecunan fit. 
Seven stak"'d that split applications were more effective than single applications 
on bom.spruce and fir,.whilesix feit that single applications Wt're.adequateon 
fu, but tloton spmce . . 1n some:cases poorprotcction of spruce appeared 1Ooo-a 
resll1tofhigh survival of conewonns rather thanbudworms (SpiesandDimond 
1985). This indicates the need for further research on spruce oonewonn control, 
in order 10 improve spruce protection techniques. The last experimental spray-
ing done in the outbre.ak involved split applications ofBt to protect spruce. This 
was successful (Trial.and Dimond 1987) but requires oonfinnation on an oper-
ational scale (see also Keenan and Moritato 1985). 
The evolving use of BI produced a change 1n spray equipment on aircraft. It 
was noted earlier that low volume applications of "neat" BI seemed to require 
rotary atomizer nozzles for reliable success, rather than the booms and flat fan 
nozzles that had been standard from the -beginning of spraying. In the ~asttwo 
spray_,projocts, all spray aircraft used rotary ,atomizers whether spraying Df or 
vhemicals. . . 
. -C-Oncuttent withthe-eft'<Xtsto teduc.e, emitted ~ray volumes for Bt.~-onsider~ • . 
. able--progress was:made·iA ~SpraY volumes·!or·chimicals as<w¢Jt.~· 
using rotary' aromizets. ,. - . 
Chan8ing airCTafi types -
The Standard sprayaircraft-of the 1950's was the Stearman biptane. a con-
verted military trainer. The Sleannan's Jow capacity (150 gal.) and slow speed 
were no difficulty as long as spray blocks were small and close to airports. 
However, with 200 Stearmans employed in the 1957 New Brunswick spraypr"<r 
gram alone (Miller and Kettela 1975), a search -began for larger spray aircraft. 
Within a few years, mOSt Ste.armans had been replaced with war-surplus Grum-
man TBM torpedo planes. These aircraft, designed for heavy loads, carried 500 
gallons of spray and could efficiently reach more remote spray areas. For years, 
planes of this type were the backbone of Maine spray operations as well. The 
huge spray operations of the mid sevenuespromptcdtbeir supplementation with 
a mix of planes including twin-enginedPV-2s and four-engined C-54sthat were 
tanked and offered for work by aggressive aircraft oontractors. For small blocks 
near airports, TBMs and helicopters were used. 
In the 1978 project, a pair of agricultural spray planes was used in an effort 
to shorten flight times to block.~ and see if application could be improved by fly-
ing lower and slower. The excellent results achie,ved led 10 increasing acreages 
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being sprayed by small planes from an increased number of airports. The air-
planes were based close to spray blocks to take advantage of short spray peri-
ods in ways the large aircraft could not match. Increased use of small aircraft 
reduced the aircraft constraints on block design, permitting smaller spray blocks. 
In 1985, the entire project was sprayed with a mix of agricultural spray planes. 
This was the first project sprayed entirely with aircraft designed for spraying in 
contrast to refitted obsolete military aircraft The use of smaIl planes was facil-
itated by the development and improvement of remote airstrips and the con-
venient location of the blocks in that year. In a way, then, aircraft types in the 
program had come full circle back to the approach of the 1950's. In 1981-83, 
private spray operations employed small planes as well. 
Airport needs shifted over the period. In some remote areas where precise ap-
plication was required, helicopters were used in the late 1970's, operated from 
gravel pits and other improvised bases. This enabled them to spray from within 
their blocks, a critical consideration in view of their low capacity and low speed. 
But their limited capacity, high costs, and short operating range limited the use 
of helicopters. The managerial demands of operating with small agricultural 
spray aircraft were strenuous, requiring several small airstrips to be established 
and often moved during a single project, and requiring the use of less ex-
perienced staff. But the advantages justified these difficulties (Rumpf et al. 
1985). 
The increasing use of Bl in the spray program had important implications for 
the choice of aircraft Since the initial fonnulations were water based, Bl 
demanded careful application at lower flying altitudes in order to reach the 
canopy without evaporating. As B t became the principal insecticide used in the 
spray project, this consideration began to dominate aircraft choices. At the same 
time, however, Bt use relaxed the need to define spray buffers adjacent to wa-
terways, thereby simplifying block planning and aircraft guidance. 
Spray aircraft guidance 
Spray aircraft flying at tree-top level require guidance to correctly spray a 
block, the borders of which may simply be pencil lines drawn on a map. There 
are frequently no visual boundaries of the block that can be seen from an air-
craft at any height; but at higher altitudes, an observer can locate the approxi-
mate boundaries by relating a map to the visual landmarks in his panornma of 
lakes, streams, ridges, and roads. 
The original guidance systems for budworm spraying were devised by For-
est Protection Ltd. of New Brunswick in the early 1950's. A spray team of three 
TBMs was accompanied by two guideplanes, which were high-winged, light 
aircraft of the Cessna 180 type. The spray team, flying in echelon, would orient 
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on the first guideplane and follow it on the first swath of the block. By mid-
bl~k, the spray team would be directly below the guideplane, allowing the 
gUldeplane a good perspective for radioing booms on and off at start and end of 
the block as well as for water and other exclusions. The first guideplane was too 
slow to lead the team on the next pass, but the second guide plane would be in 
position to lead the team after the tum. Blocks were frequently designed to be 
8 miles in length so that with a pass up the block, a tum, and a return pass down 
the block, TBMs would be empty and return to base. 
In the mid-1970's interest developed in the Loran-C electronic guidance sys-
tem, which was used initiall y in the multi -engined spray planes, where a co-pilot 
could assist in navigation. Later, Loran units were used in guideplanes leading 
teams of small agriCUltural aircraft In these formations, a single guideplane was 
adequate since their speed matched the spray planes. In the fmal years of spray-
ing the spray team and guideplane, furnished by the spray contractor, were ac-
companied by a second light aircraft carrying spray monitors furnished by the 
state. Monitoring was done to assure that spraying was done only in proper 
weather conditions, that spray block boundaries were recognized and respected, 
and that no-spray buffers and exclusions were adhered to. Spray contracts pro-
vided for penalties for violating the guidelines. 
Spray block design 
In the mid-seventies, spray block design was primarily based on timber type 
and infestation conditions and aircraft capabilities. North-south orientations 
were used to minimize eyestrain for pilots in morning and evening spray peri-
ods and to take advantage of prevailing westerly breezes to obtain good swath 
overlap. Blocks ranged in size from tiny ones for small helicopters (Bell G-5) 
to 3D-mile long ones for Constellations. The length of the long blocks used with 
the large, high speed aircraft was limited by the fact that insect development 
could be significantly different from one end of the block to the other. 
The spray projects of the mid-seventies were the first multi-million acres pro- . 
jects in Maine. Also, spraying moved for the first time into the more remote re-
gions beyond the Allagash to the Canadian border. This created a new need for 
large aircraft capable of covering the long distances to blocks and treating large 
areas quickly. During the projects from 1972-76, the Maine Forest Service 
developed experience with the operational, loading, and guidance problems of 
using large aircraft for these remote blocks. Previous Canadian experience was 
drawn upon heavily. The peak was the 1976 project which treated 3.5 million 
acres over much of the spruce-frr region. 
In the more remote areas of the state, block design was initially constrained 
by the principal airport locations. Under the conditions of the time, it was simply 
impossible to spray regions beyond the Allagash with other than C-54 and Con-
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stellation four-engine aircraft This meant that much of the region was treated 
in large, long blocks suited to large aircraft. 
As aircraft types changed, the ability to treat smaller, more targeted blocks 
improved. MFS and the landowners were motivated to target spray treatment 
more precisely by two considerations: 
-Rising cost of spray and application. The rising total costs of spraying were 
due to a host of factors. In addition to rising costs, federal and state assistance 
declined, leading to much stronger interest in cost control. The costs of spray-
ing nontype acres, or areas that were about to be cut, were obviously more im-
portant when insecticide cost per acre reached $5.00 than it had been when in-
secticide cost only 50 cents. 
-Increased pressure by federal and state regulators and by citizen groups to 
minimize or eliminate the drift of spray from treatment blocks to human habi-
tations and into water. This meant the prescription of no-spray buffers along 
streams and near settlements, which had the effect of fragmenting the blocks 
further. Because buffers differed by insecticide, the buffer policy became quite 
complex (Oliveri 1986). One interviewee felt the buffers were "out of hand" by 
the end of the spray program. 
These developments to some extent reduced the cost advantage of using large 
spray planes, and they motivated a search for application systems relying on 
smaller aircraft that flew slower and closer to the canopy so that waterway pro-
tection and drift concerns could be addressed. The spray maps from 1979 and 
1984 illustrate the changes (Figures 21 & 22). 
Thirteen interviewees stated that targeting spray applications was better than 
the earlier practice of huge spray blocks, although several added that spray 
blocks should not be too small (e.g. less than 50-100 acres). However, six in-
terviewees, a significant minority, felt large blocks (greater than 1,000 acres) 
were preferable. saying that there was less chance of misapplication or reinfe-
station from unsprayed stands, or that spraying large blocks was more efficient. 
Pesticides and environmental regulations 
Pesticide regulations were an ongoing concern of the budworm spray pro-
gram. In a few instances, regulations actually affected the choice of insecticides 
for use. While a detailed history of pesticide regulation is outside the scope of 
this project, a few of the major points are worth comment During the 1970's 
budworm outbreak, American society witnessed an escalation in public. media, 
and scientific concern about the effects on health and the environment of small 
doses of insecticides. food additives. and radiation. These concerns naturally af-
fected the budworm spray program. 
The loss of DDT as a key insecticide initiated the era of modem budworm 
control. After DDT, an intensive search began for alternative insecticides and 
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Figure 21. Proposed spray blocks for the 1979 spruce budworm protection pro-
gram. Redrawn from Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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Figure 22. Proposed spray blocks for tbe 1984 spruce budworm protection pro-
gram. Redrawn from Maine Forest Service annual spruce budworm reports. 
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for ways to deal with the increase in insecticide costs. Several different insecti-
cides became available for use by 1976, just in time for the largest spray pro-
jects, while efforts continued to pilot test still more insecticides. Of greatest in-
terest to program managers were aminocarb (Matacil) and mexacarbate 
(Zectran), which offered excellent efficacy and low cost. 
These efforts required cooperation with the manufacturers and with the US 
Forest Service in field testing. They also required state support in obtaining 
special local need and similar registrations to permit testing the compounds and 
using them under EPA regulations before they had been formally registered. The 
slow pace of registration actions at EPA under the federal pesticide laws often 
created serious problems for pesticide users including the MFS. An especially 
strong effort was invested in Bt, which resulted in the availability by the mid-
80's of Bt as a cost-effective and efficacious insecticide. 
After the 1977 spray project, environmental agency scrutiny of budworm 
spray projects increased. This led to stiffer buffer requirements, to a requirement 
for MFS employees to monitor from the air the application of virtually every 
load, and to more intensive field inspections by EPA officials. In several years, 
EPA actually hired an aircraft with video equipment-the "Big Eye in the 
Sky"-to record spray application from above and assess compliance with no-
spray areas. Several large projects of drift monitoring and personnel exposure 
testing were undertaken by the EPA and the state. 
In the winter of 1979, the Legislature reformed the state's own pesticide reg-
ulation scheme, creating a new Pesticides Control Board, consisting of citizens 
instead of state officials. This Board then acquired state permitting authority 
over the MFS program, which had previously been lacking. 
For a pesticide to be legally used in the US, it must have a "label" which is 
an administrative permit from the EPA governing the dosage rates, timing, tar-
get insects and host plants, states in which use is permitted, and environmental 
conditions. In at least one instance, a pesticide was registered, but only at what 
MFS managers considered a sublethal dosage. This low dosage was prescribed 
because of concerns for the material's impact on birds. For several years, con-
fusion over unclear wording on pesticide labels frustrated spray managers, at-
torneys, and regulators. EPA's enforcement division was unwilling to provide 
clear guidance as to the meaning of the specific label provisions, leaving state 
spray managers, attorneys, and regulators uncertain as to how to proceed in 
several cases. 
Responses to outbreak-researcb 
Research on the spruce budwOlUl has been reviewed in several sources for 
both Maine and for the larger, subcontinental region involved with budworm 
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outbreaks. We will therefore cover the topic of research in a general way. The 
reviews cited below can be consulted for specifics. 
There was very little research during the 191 Os outbreak since the technology 
of managing insect outbreaks was in its infancy. Several studies followed the 
outbreak in which damage to forests was described and quantified, leading to 
suggestions for silvicultural treatments to reduce stand vulnerability in the fu-
ture. A recent review of these studies can be found in Osawa et al. (1986). With 
knowledge of the damage caused by that outbreak, significant research efforts 
were begun with the approach of the 1940s outbreak. A large research program 
was inaugurated at the Canadian Forestry Service Research Centers, which con-
tinues to this day. In Maine, the initial efforts were largely federal. The Penob-
scot Experimental Forest in Bradley was established by the US Forest Service 
in 1950, one of whose goals was demonstrating silvicultural practices for reduc-
ing vulnerability to budworm. US Forest Service entomologists, based at the 
Forest Insect and Disease Laboratory in Hamden, CT. spent a decade or more 
of summers in northern Maine in the 50s and 60s developing population sam-
pling and damage survey techniques. This work was in cooperation with the 
Maine Forest Service. leading to several joint publications (e.g. Heller et ai. 
1952). Research undertaken by Maine institutions in that era involved en-
vironmental hazards of aerial spraying of DDT (e.g. Gorham 1961. Warner and 
Fenderson 1962. Dimond et al. 1970). and, as the reputation of DDT deteri-
orated, testing of alternative insecticidal treatments. 
With the ban on use of DDT after 1967 and the explosive development of the 
1970's outbreak, testing of alternative sprays became a major enterprise involv-
ing the MFS, the University of Maine, and the US Forest Service, often in 
cooperative ventures. A review of these tests through 1978 (Morrison and Di-
mond 1978) lists 16 different chemical insecticides, plus several Bt products. 
The number of tests was greater since several insecticides were tested more than 
once, at different dosages, or in different formulations. Insecticide testing with 
aerial trials continued through 1986, with most emphasis on B t in the latter years; 
and laboratory and ground field trials, using laboratory-reared budworms, are 
still continuing. 
The 1970's budworm outbreak resulted in the addi tion of research profession-
als to the technological base located in Maine. The US Forest Service silvicul-
tural research unit at Orono added a budworm silviculturist, D.G. Mott, and 
entomologists, D.T. Jennings and D.G. Grimble. The Cooperative Forest Re-
search Unit (CFRU) of the College of Forest Resources, University of Maine, 
was organized at this time using pledged funding from Maine forest industries. 
One of three original professional positions was that of an entomologist, M. W. 
Houseweart, much of whose original effort was devoted to the budworm prob-
lem. Using "soft money," the University of Maine Entomology Department em-
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ployed GA Simmons and J. Granett in postdoctoral positions for brief periods 
OD: budWoml' research. And enhanced,research funding, described,belowy. i~ , 
volved: many· others in the budwonn research enterprise. The CFRU:played-a . 
lead role in carrying out the cooperative mortality assessment funded by the in-
dustry, the state and the US Forest Service (a fmal report on that project is in 
preparation) (Solomon 1988). 
Two other major sources of research support developed in response to the 
1970s outbreak. The MFS supported selected applied research projects in some 
of the years before 1976. This research support became fonnalized by the 1976 
Spruce Budwonn. Suppression Act which mandated a state research program. 
Thereafter, approximately. one million dollars were spent by the MFS on re-
. search:proposals having a high likelihood of producing useful products, untit 
the &w.gram waiterminated in 1987. Burke and·Hulsey (1979) revie,w this and· 
o~budwoqn. research undertaken in Maine througb 1978. In the Jate·19-70's 
the-decisiolk was reached that the MFS provide no further fUJaDCial. support to ' 
the- deveklpment of chemical insecticides. It was believed that the insecticide 
industry should fmance such tests, which they proceeded to do, providing an 
additional large input of research support. After 1978, the MFS issued-annual 
reports on the research funding, listing projects financed and progress achieved. 
These reports can be consulted for projects funded in the 1980's. Additional 
funds from spray taxes were devoted to monitoring environmental impacts of 
the aerial spray programs. Again, the MFS issued annual reports on the moni-
toring studies, which can be consulted for details. Trial (1986) has prepared an 
annotated bibliography of environmental monitoring programs during the pe-
riod throughout the eastern US and Canada. 
The second major source of research support was the CANUSA Program, an 
international program involving US and Canadian federal dollars and scientists 
from both nations. A philosophy in the 1970's was that federal forest pest re-
search dollars should be concentrated on specific pest problems in hopes of 
achieving major progress. These programs were known as "big bug programs," 
and the first three, lUODing concurrently, involved the gypsy moth, southern pine 
beetle, and the Douglas fLFtussock moth. As these programs wound down, fund-
ing was available for accelerated research on spruce budworms, eastern and 
western, and the CANUSA program began in 1979, running six years. The ac-
celerated funding in the US brought many new scientists and graduate students 
into spruce budwonn research. Canada, having a well-established budwonn re-
search effort, did not provide accelerated funding of research, but did carry out 
strong coordination and cooperation with the US effort. The accomplishments 
of the program are best represented by three major publications, a budwonn 
management handbook for eastern North America (Schmitt et al. 1983), pro-
ceedings of a major symposium on advances in spruce budworm research (Sand-
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ers et al. 1985), and a bibliography of all spruce budworm research literature 
involving more than 3300 citations with abstracts (Jennings et al. 1979, 1981. 
1982, 1983). 
The largest single project funded in Maine by the CANUSA program became 
known as the Green Woods Project. and its goal was to demonstrate that the 
emerging concepts of targeted spray application and harvest would reduce spray 
inputs and costs with little sacrifice of forest resource values. Townships devoted 
to these demonstrations were Tl4R16 and T15R15 near St.Pamphile, Quebec, 
the block of six townships south of Baker Lake, and T6R lOin Baxter Park. Pr0-
ject efforts led to a 50% reduction in acres sprayed in the best case and signifi-
cant savings in all cases (Dimond et al. 1984, 1985). Tht( project developed the 
Green Woods Model (Sewall Co. 1983), discussed elsewhere, which was a criti-
cal tool in reaching a decision on how much resource to protect 
With the decline of the outbreak in 1984-1986. significant reductions oc-
curred in all budworm-related activities, including research. The entomology 
position in the Cooperative Forest Research Unit was eliminated; the two ento-
mologist positions of the US Forest Service unit administering the Penobscot 
Experimental Forest are expected to be moved elsewhere in 1988; the MFS re-
search support program is terminated; and the CANUSA program no longer ex-
ists. With the ebb of the budworm infestation, reductions in research support are 
understandable as more immediate problems are addressed. However, maintain-
ing a minimal spruce budworm research capacity in Maine is necessary, both to 
develop new information on the insect in its endemic phase and to maintain li-
aisons with Canadian and oth.er workers. Without this, Maine will be poorly pre--
pared for the next outbreak. 
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CHAP1ERVI 
RESPONSES TO THE OUTBREAK: SILVICULTURE 
AND SALVAGE 
Much has been written about the possibility of using silvicultural techniques 
to ameliorate spruce budworm outbreaks (e.g. McLintock 1947, Westveld 1946, 
Blum and MacLean 1985, Dimond et al. 1984, 1985). At the beginning of the 
1970's budworm outbreak, these "classical" views on silviculture and budworm 
were extended by some forest managers and others to include the belief that it 
was possible, through silvicultural techniques, to create "budworm-proof' 
stands. This belief was also incorporated in the silvicultural withdrawal policy 
of the 1976 Budworm Act, which was based on the idea that stands under the 
right type of silvicultural management would not need to be sprayed. That idea 
worked out poorly in later experience. 
Judged in terms of whether silviculture in fact eliminated the need to spray 
stands, the results of silvicultural management during the 1970's outbreak were 
disappointing. Landowners' ability to carry out all but the most extensive sil-
vicultural activities before the 1970's outbreak was severely restricted by low 
stumpage prices and lack of markets. Further, prescriptions developed from ob-
servations taken during relatively moderate outbreaks did not hold up during 
the peak budworm population levels of the 1970's. Red spruce showed itself to 
be quite vulnerable when high budworm populations persisted for a long enougb 
time. As significant spruce mortality began developing around the state, and as 
the overall scope of the outbreak overwhelmed landowner's ability to harvest 
and market all the timber that was being damaged, the management emphasis 
shifted from reducing fir content in stands to pre-salvage, salvage, and a con-
cern for protecting spruce. For a thorough synthesis of literature, see Blwn and 
MacLean (1985). 
By the end of the budworm outbreak, forest managers had greatly increased 
their capacity to manage for budworm (or for any other purpose), through the 
development of a much more extensive road system, better inventory data, and 
computer modeling. With these tools, it is now possible to include silviculture 
in an integrated management program that is much more sophisticated than that 
which could have been carried out at the beginning of the 1970's outbreak. 
Classical prescriptions 
The classical prescriptions for reducing the vulnerability of the forest to bud-
worm are directed towards reducing the proportion of fir, growing younger, 
more vigorous stands, and avoiding large contiguous areas of overstocked, bi-
ologically overmature fit. The techniques for achieving these goals include 00-
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criminating against fir in both even-aged and uneven-aged management sys-
tems, and insuring non-fir regeneration either through obtaining natural re-
generation or by planting. This is primarily astand-Ievel view of the forest, based 
on the assumption that initial stand conditions do make a difference in vulner-
ability. But experience during the 1970's outbreak has shown that the impact of 
initial stand conditions is not always clear, that silvicultural activities conducted 
during an outbreak: are generally ineffective or have a negative effect in reduc-
ing vulnerability, and that even when silviculture is carried out before the out-
break the results can be mixed. 
Baskerville has pointed out that the impact of the bud worm. within and be-
tween stands is variable (interview). Some of the reasons for this variability are 
discussed in Chapter ill. In addition to the observed species composition and 
stand vigor, vulnerability may be influenced by site and soil conditions, red-
black spruce hybridization, topography, climate, and moth migrations. The com-
bination of all these factors tends to obscure the real contribution to vulnerabil-
ity which research shows that species composition and stand vigor make. 
This observation is borne out by the interview responses. With regard to fir-
red spruce stands, many respondents were not sure that. given a long enough 
outbreak, initial conditions made a great deal of difference to stand vulnerabil-
ity. It was clear that, contrary to the beliefs underlying the silvicultural with-
drawal program, in many, if not all, cases the respondents felt that spruce stands 
would also need protection. 
Uneven-aged (selection) management 
Some authors have advocated the selection harvesting method for creating a 
budworm-resistant forest. Since disturbance favors fIT regeneration, selection 
management could in theory help shift species composition towards spruce by 
minimizing the extent of harvesting disturbance. Baskerville (1975b), on the 
other hand, feels that selection management actually increases stand vulnerabil-
ity by indefmitely maintaining stands with mature, deep-crowned trees possess-
ing abundant sun-foliage and flowering-ideal conditions for budworm 
development. 
This discussion as it applies to Maine is largely academic, since there are ac-
tually very few uneven-aged stands in the state. The great majority of spruce-
fIT and mixedwood stands in Maine at the beginning of the 1970's budworm out-
break were essentially even-aged. These stands had their origins in the 1920's 
outbreak and subsequent harvesting. 
The cutting practices that were termed "selection harvesting" in these stands 
during the 1950's and 1960's were actually partial cuts in even-aged stands, usu-
ally based on diameter limits. This harvesting left stands with a single age class, 
or with an overs tory and regeneration, depending on the portion of the stand that 
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was removed. These "selection" cuts were at worst a euphemism for high-grad-
ing, and at best a form of thinning or shelterwood cut that attempted to discrim-
inate against frr through the use of a lower diameter limit. In any case, there was 
not enough experience in Maine with true uneven-aged management of spruce-
frr to gain any new knowledge about budworm behavior in such stands. 
Still, experience in the Bradley Experimental Forest (Frank 1985) and on 
several large private properties shows that periodic light cuts can substantially 
reduce fir representation in overstories, even when the all-aged stands are not 
being created. Such multi-storied stands offer a way to maintain vigor in canopy 
trees, maintain full forest cover, and minimize brush competition with regenera-
tion. Such management is especially attractive on smaller holdings. 
Even-aged management-pre-commercial thinning 
Pre-commercial thinning, in theory, permits a landowner to both reduce the 
frr component of a stand and increase the vigor of the residual stand. Both of 
these measures should reduce vulnerability to budworm. In the past few years, 
pre-commercial thinning has become an increasingly common practice in Maine 
(Table 19). However, the principal motivation for most of this activity is not 
budworm vulnerability, but concern over the future supply of spruce and fir. The 
object of the thinning is to increase production, shorten rotation lengths, and 
ameliorate the anticipated spruce-fir shortfall. While this type of thinning rep-
resents a substantial investment which must be carried for many years until com-
mercial harvesting is possible, it can yield acceptable returns if stumpage prices 
are high enough (Anon. 1983). 
While pre-commercial thinning has theoretical advantages in reducing stand 
vulnerability, there is little experience in Maine to draw from since few stands 
received this kind of treatment before the beginning of the budworm outbreak. 
It is clear, though, from the interview responses, that pre-commercial thinning 
during an outbreak does not immediately reduce vulnerability. In fact, the thin-
ning may increase vulnerability by increasing the proportion of host species, 
and exposing more of the trees' crowns. It seems clear that, during an outbreak, 
landowners should be prepared to protect previously thinned stands. 
Even-aged management-commercial thinning 
Although the practice was not prevalent, there was a significant acreage of 
spruce-frr stands that had undergone commercial thinning prior to and during 
the budworm outbreak:. Eleven interviewees stated that they had undertaken 
some form of partial cutting in spruce-frr and mixedwood stands. Where this 
cutting took place before the budworm outbreak, and where it had the effect of 
significantly reducing the proportion of fir in the forest, it appeared to be benefi-
cial. In this context, six interviewees reported that fir-only cuts were successful 
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Table 19. Estimated acreages or various components of Integrated Pest 
Management for 1982 and 1983 among Maine landownerslland 
managers involved in budwonn suppression activities. 
Estimated Estimated 
Component acreage 1982 acreage 1983 
Harvesting: 
Partial cutting 
Clearcutting 
Cable yarding system 
Precommercial thinning and release: 
Chainsaw and brush saw 
Herbicide application 
Planting:. 
Site preparation 
Planting 
Targeted mortality: 
Insecticide application: 
Chemical insecticides 
Bt 
From USDA Forest Service 1982 and 1983. 
105,400 
74,300 
600 
3,500 
ll~OOO 
4,250-
4,275 
20.000-
864,000 
96,000 
73,335 
87,138 
100 
5,050 
23,700 
4,450 
17,300 
765,000 
135,000 
in reducing vulnerability, citing as evidence areas in northern, eastern, central 
and western Maine. 
Fir-only cuts and other forms of thinning were not effective in every stand, 
nor should they be expected to be so. For a partial cut to be successful, the stand 
must have a sufficient amount of spruce and/or non-host species in it to form a 
well-stocked residual stand after most of the frr is removed. The frr must be of 
merchantable size, the stand should be young enough to respond to thinning. 
and the residual stand should be reasonably windflIDl. By the time of the 1970's 
outbreak, many, if not most of Maine's softwood stands did not meet these cri-
teria. The typical stand by that time was excessively dense. growing on a wet 
site with shallow roots. and had a large component of overmature fit. Many land-
owners learned from experience that, under these conditions, any sort of com-
mercially feasible partial cutting would probably lead to heavy wind damage 
(Falk 1980). These stands had simply been left too long for partial cutting to be 
effective once the budwonn outbreak began. By the late 1970's, partial cutting 
was no longer a viable option in most spruce-frr stands. 
While fir-only cutting before the outbreak did seem to reduce vulnerability 
and mortality, it did not necessarily eliminate the need to spray the stands. 
However, several respondents stated that the fir only cuts reduced the amount 
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of spraying that was needed. since red spruce can sustain an infestation longer 
before beginning to show mortality. 
Even-aged management-sbeiterwood barvests 
Shelterwood cuts are an effective way to regenerate spruce and fir. while to 
some extent controlling raspberries and other competing vegetation. Some re-
searchers have recommended the use of shelterwoods to control the species 
composition of the regeneration (Frank interview). The theory is that by leav-
ing a spruce overs tory. spruce regeneration will be favored over fir. However, 
one interview respondent noted that his company had been unable to find any 
relationship between the proportion of spruce in the overs tory and the amount 
of spruce in the regeneration. The same respondent noted the difficulty of ap-
plying herbicide to control competing vegetation when an overstory was pre-
sent. 
The limitations of windfumness and stand composition that affect fir-only 
cuts apply to an even greater degree to shelterwoods. In fact. in practice there 
is no clear distinction between the two forms of harvesting, since most fir only 
cuts remove enough of the stand to act as a shelterwood. Like commercial thin-
ning, shelterwood harvesting is probably only effective when carried out be-
tween outbreaks. This is especially true since little or no seed production occurs 
during an infestation, and larger advanced regeneration will be severely dam-
aged by budworms dropping out of the overstory. 
Stand conversion 
One obvious way to reduce a stand's vulnerability to budworm is to convert 
it to less vulnerable species. In the past, planting has not been practiced to any 
great extent in Maine. But in recent years, planting has greatly increased. Like 
pre-commercial thinning, this planting is motivated more by a desire to increase 
productivity on good sites than to reduce budworm vulnerability. As pointed out 
in Chapter ill, black spruce growing on good sites may be more vulnerable to 
budworm than it is on poorly-drained sites. But, it is probably still less vulner-
able than the other bud worm hosts. 
Sbift to salvage and focus on spruce 
As the 1970's outbreak progressed, the magniulde of damage that was occur-
ring overwhelmed most landowners' attempts to reduce vulnerability through 
silvicultural means. Also, by the early 1980's, the degree of red spruce's vulner-
ability became apparent. These two factors led to a changed harvesting and pro-
tection strategy on the part of most landowners. Harvesting shifted to salvage 
and pre-salvage operations to use timber before it was lost. Since balsam flf 
decomposes rapidly, losing its usefulness as a fiber source about 1-3 years after 
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it dies, pre-salvage predominated. At the same time, there was much more em-
phasis on leaving and protecting spruce stands, to insure a supply of timber after 
the end of the outbreak. 
Salvage and pre-salvage operations were conducted by every land manager 
interviewed. At first, forest managers typically "chased" the budwonn, trying 
to capture mortality on a year-by-year basis. Over time, the companies found it 
more effective to adopt long-tenn plans. Stand hazard rating systems were used 
to construct salvage schedules. with the most vulnerable stands on accessible. 
good-quality sites receiving high priority. This approach resulted in reduced pro-
tection costs for some companies, which would stop spraying stands that were 
scheduled for harvesting within the next 1-2 years. 
Most of the land managers interviewed said that lack of access to stands that 
needed to be salvaged was a serious problem at the beginning of the outbreak. 
By the time the outbreak collapsed, nearly all of these landowners had con-
structed enough roads to gain access to most of the threatened stands. The road-
building and camp-moving operations which the pre-salvage and salvage opera-
tions required were a significant hidden cost of the outbreak for these 
landowners. 
For non-industrial landowners, lack of markets was also a serious problem. 
They needed to market increased volumes of timber in order to capture the bud-
worm-caused mortality. However, the industrial landowners were also trying to 
use their own salvage wood, and thus reduced significantly the proportion of 
wood they were buying. 
Integrated management and the Green Woods model 
In order for landowners to minimize the volume of timber lost to mortality 
by pre-salvage, to minimize protection costs, and to preserve the maximum 
amount of spruce to grow on a longer rotation, they had to integrate protection 
and harvesting operations to a much greater degree than ever before. This, in 
tum, required better inventory information and analytical tools than had been 
needed in the past The development of forest simulation models, and in partic-
ular the Green Woods model, played a useful role in understanding and manag-
ing the problems caused by the budworm outbreak. 
The Green Woods model was originally developed in 1980 by researchers of 
the Green Woods Project to predict the impact of different integrated forest man-
agement strategies on several demonstration areas in Maine (Seymour et al. 
1985). These demonstration areas were established in Maine with CANUSA 
funding and the cooperation of several landowners. 
The Green Woods model simulates spruce-fir forest growth. natural and bud-
worm-caused mortality, protection, and harvest at the forest level, not the stand 
level. The forest is divided into softwood and mixedwood types, each broken 
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down by percent of host species (spruce and frr) and by I -year age classes. Each 
stratum is further subdivided by protection status if a simulated budworm out-
break is underWay. Growth, mortality, and removals are calculated annually, and 
the volumes in each stratum are updated. 
The model was deliberately designed with few default functions, forcing the 
user to specify not only the initial forest structure, but also most of the model 
parameters. Forest structure is categorized by type areas, protection areas, age 
structure, species composition, and stocking levels. The model parameters in-
clude forest development functions, timing and severity of bud worm attack, for-
est protection levels, and level and nature of timber harvest (Seymour 1985, 
Seymour et al. 1985). 
The Green Woods model was first applied to Maine's entire spruce-frr re-
source in 1980 in response to the threatened abandonment of subsidies to the 
spray program by the US Forest Service. The model has been used by many 
large private and industrial landowners to plan protection and harvesting strate-
gies, and was used by the Sewall Co. (see Chapter II) to project future wood 
supplies in Maine (Sewall Co. 1983). 
By focusing attention on the age class distribution of the forest, rather than 
on periodic growth data derived from CFI plots, the Green Woods model helped 
to bring about a basic change in the way Maine foresters and land managers 
thought about the forest This led to a reversal of thinking about the adequacy 
of wood supplies, both in individual ownerships and in the state as a whole. 
The model gained wide acceptance among forest managers, even those who 
had been skeptical of previous research efforts. Ten interview respondents said 
that simulation models in general, and the Green Woods model in particular, 
were useful in analyzing the wood supply and setting an allowable cut, and sen-
sitizing people to the potential losses due to budworm damage. Two land 
managers specifically cited the Green Woods model as a catalyst in bringing 
about a change in bud worm and forest management policies for their compa-
nies. 
There are two principal reasons for this wide acceptance. First, the model 
addressed a critical management need in the early 1980's, by helping managers 
understand the short and long-trm consequences of expensive protection and 
harvesting decisions. Second, the model included managers in its decision 
process, by forcing them to specify model parameters, and by manipUlating data 
in a simple and understandable way. Thus managers could perform sensitivity 
analyses and understand the significance of the results. The model was "trans-
parent," rather than being a "black box." By focusing attention on data on for-
est yield, protection effects, etc., the model helped to integrate this information 
and highlight areas where knowledge was inadequate. 
However, the model's strength-that it forces users to specify parameters--
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can also be a weakness, since it will readily model biologically impossible sit-
uations. Further, the model is not a population dynamics model, and provides 
no information about the interaction between the insect and forest structure. 
The model's biggest limitation is that it aggregates data over broad areas, so 
that the "areas" in the model do not correspond to actual locations on the ground. 
Thus the model cannot be used to analyze the results of particular local activi-
ties, such as thinning. Primarily because of this limitation, there is no further 
development work being done on the Green Woods model. Instead, attention 
has now turned to developing models which will handle stand level detail. 
The role or silviculture in the future 
Silvicultural management to reduce budworm vulnerability is not the panacea 
that some thought it would be at the beginning of the 1970's budworm outbreak. 
One manager interviewed for this study spoke with disappoinbnent about his 
preconception that his company's prescriptions had created an "asbestos forest" 
Most of the other land managers interviewed agreed that silvicultural actions 
had relatively little effect in preventing budworm damage. 
As noted previously, part of this disillusionment stems from the incomplete-
ness of prior knowledge, and from the fact that silviculture had been "oversold" 
as a management technique for budworm. Thus, few people were prepared for 
the magnitude of spruce losses that occurred in some situations, although these 
losses were consistent with those observed in the 1910's outbreak. Also, little 
intensive silviculture was in use prior to 1970, and hasty efforts to put this in 
place during the outbreak were initiated too late. 
On the other hand, two western Maine landowners whose representatives 
were interviewed were very confident of their ability to prevent budworm losses 
through silvicultural means, and have developed silvicultura1 prescriptions for 
stands of varying composition and site qUality to this end. They expect their for-
ests to be virtually invulnerable to future outbreaks. Likewise, silviculturalists 
working in the US Forest Service's Penobscot Experimental Forest. in Bradley, 
were very satisfied with the relative invulnerability of spruce stands which had 
been carefully managed prior to the budworm outbreak. It should be noted, 
however, that all of these forests were on the fringes of the outbreak. One should 
be cautious in extrapolating these results to northern and eastern Maine, where 
the outbreak was of longer duration. 
It will never be possible to "bud worm-proof' Maine's entire forest, if only 
because of the spatial and temporal scales needed for such an enterprise to 
succeed (Baskerville, Molt interviews). Land holdings which have been man-
aged to reduce vulnerability may nevertheless be swamped with insects when 
surrounding forests become infested. A New Brunswick task force has observed 
that areas of 10-20 million acres would need to be managed in concert for 
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vulnerability to be substantially reduced (Baskerville 1976). The time scale nec-
essary to substantially alter species composition is equally daunting. In a region 
where the aggressive and fast-growing balsam frr constitutes nearly half of the 
spruce-frr resource, a significant reduction of the fir component would certainly 
take at least a rotation. 
But to say that silviculture has been oversold in the past, and will not be the 
single "solution" to the budworm problem, does not suggest that silviculture has 
no role to play. In fact, silviculture should be an essential ingredient of integrated 
pest management strategies. Silviculture may not "budworm-proof' the forest, 
but it can make the forest both easier and less expensive to protect, and more 
worth protecting. 
Conditions now exist which make the execution of such approaches much 
more feasible. Market conditions have changed dramatically, as the former over-
abundance of spruce and fir has become a situation of scarcity. Access to stands 
is also much better than it was 15 years ago, thanks to the extensive road build-
ing undertaken to carry out salvage and presalvage operations. Not only has sil-
vicultural knowledge improved, but simulation models have been developed to 
allow managers to better understand the effects of silvicultural operations and 
the implications for other management considerations. 
At the stand level, it seems that the "classical" silviculturaI prescriptions are 
still valid By attempting to manage spruce-frr stands to produce vigorous, 
healthy red spruce, vulnerability to budworm is clearly reduced. While stands 
may still need to be protected, protection costs will probably be reduced, since 
spruce can sustain an infestation longer than fir before being seriously damaged. 
Further, managing for spruce gives a landowner more options in the event of a 
budworm outbreak. since spruce can be grown on a longer rotation, and for 
higher valued products, than frr. This does not mean that there is no point in 
growing frr, where that species predominates in the stand. But fir stands should 
be grown on a relatively short rotation, and may have higher protection costs 
during a budwonn outbreak. 
Silviculture may also be used to help manage for budworm at the forest, rather 
than the stand level Intensive forest management of bud worm host species can 
be concentrated on those sites which are the most productive and the most "pro-
tectable," with the best access, fewest buffers, etc. By concentrating timber pro-
duction on a smaller acreage, protection costs may be reduced even when spray-
ing is necessary. 
Fortunately, the type of silviculture that may make future budwonn outbreaks 
less costly is basically consistent with the forest management that will be needed 
to ameliorate the impending spruce-frr shortfall. Thus, at least some of the pre-
scriptions outlined above are already being undertaken by many -Maine land-
owners. 
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CHAPTER VII 
OUTCOMES: HOW DID THE OUTBREAK AFFECT THE 
FOREST AND DID SPRAYING, Sn...VlCULTURE, AND 
RESEARCH HAVE AN EFFECT? 
93 
This chapter offers an overall assessment of how the outbreak has affected 
the resource, and how the various management programs may have affected that 
outcome. In addition, we offer a general description of principal social and en-
vironmental effects of the outbreak. Our analysis focuses primarily on timber 
growing properties and does not attempt to describe the impacts of the outbreak 
on the management objectives of special areas managed forrecreation (Allagash 
Wilderness Waterway), wildlife (game management areas) preservation and rec-
reation (Baxter Park, The Nature Conservancy areas), or research. 
Any attempt to detennine how the forest is different as a result of the out-
break and of the management interventions attempted in the 1970's and 80's 
must posit some description of how the forest would have been otherwise. This 
is not possible in any rigorous scientific sense. Since many things were chang-
ing at once, partitioning them among causes is difficult. Hence, a high degree 
of uncertainty attends any effort to detennine outbreak and management effects. 
It is not within the scope of this project to attempt an economic analysis of the 
programs employed against budwonn, or to estimate the volume lost to the out-
break. 
Effects or tbe outbreak on tbe resource 
This section reviews outbreak effects on the resource as a whole and on fu-
ture timber supply, as affected by the management programs actually applied. 
As previous discussions show, the spruce-frr inventory volume peaked in the 
1971-81 period and continued to decline, through 1986. This was a complex 
change caused by five interrelated factors: 
• budwonn caused mortality, growth loss, and damage to regeneration. 
• age structure of the forest and increasing decline of fir due to aging, to rot, 
and to suppression. 
• higher cutting levels due to increased mill capacity, and strong wood pro-
ducts demand. 
• higher cutting levels stimulated by the outbreak itself which motivated con-
siderable salvage cutting above recognized longterm allowable cut levels. 
• spraying and silvicultural efforts which attempted to reduce mortality from 
bud worm feeding. 
The measured changes in the resource over this period result from the joint 
action of all these factors. The problem of separating the effects of these five 
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factors is an awesome one and cannot reliably be disposed of with the resources 
available to this project But we can offer a few summary observations. 
First, a considerable volume of spruce-flf timber was killed by the outbreak. 
By 1982,21 % of all fir trees in the Maine forest were dead. From 1976 to 1981, 
about 7 million cords of spruce and fir were tallied as directly killed by bud-
worm, with budworm a major cause of an additional 8 million cords of blow-
down (Schiltz et al. 1983:24). The losses are surely far larger by now. But there 
was considerable additional mortality from other causes. These estimates are 
subject to measurement ambiguities resulting from the frequent difficulty of at-
tributing causes of mortality to a tree observed a few years after death. This over-
estimates the economic significance of the loss because much of the volume lost 
was in small trees that might have later died from suppression in any event. Also, 
much of the loss was in small volumes per acre and in scattered patches which 
could not be salvaged. On the other hand, an estimate based on surveys would 
not count many trees that were prematurely harvested before they could die in 
accelerated pre-salvage cuttings. Over a decade and a half this was undoubtedly 
a substantial volume. 
Still, the 1986 mid-cycle survey showed that spruce gross volume was down 
by 14% from 1980 to 1986, while flf gross volume was down by43%. This was 
a total reduction of2.8 billion cubic feet due to the complex of causes mentioned 
above. Worse, only 58% of the standing flf volume is sound. 
Based on past relationships, we can assume that the mortality and growth loss 
caused by this outbreak are not yet complete. If there is no resurgence of popu-
lations, we will need to wait until the 1991 survey before we will be able to de-
termine the extent of post-outbreak recovery of tree condition and vigor as ex-
pressed in volume growth. 
Second, by 1975, much of the spruce-flf volume was at or beyond planned 
normal rotation ages, though the spruce was still "young" in biological terms. 
Because of this condition, and all of the other conditions that are changing. the 
aggregate effects of the past outbreak probably cannot be extrapolated forward 
to any future outbreak. While the relationships between the insects and the trees 
that occur may not change at the stand level, the aggregate effects will differ be·-
cause of differing forest structure. The different forest structure, plus the in-
creased ability to influence developing stands and to mount outbreak responses 
earlier, suggest that the dynamics of the developing outbreak itself could differ 
significantly from past experience. 
Third, the outbreak imposed severe growth loss in surviving stands as well 
as quality losses due to topkill. In the aggregate the growth loss is extremely 
large, though there are some ambiguities in interpreting its true significance. 
Since bud worm is a natural part of the forest ecosystem, attempts to impute 
growth loss by comparing attacked stands with hypothetical unattacked stands 
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are assuming that in fact "no budworm" growth curves are normal and attain-
able, when in fact they are not Nonetheless, the decline in growth certainly does 
affect landowner estimates of future supply potential. 
Fourth, the outbreak has undoubtedly affected the current and future age class 
and size structure of the forest in significant ways. By killing and by motivat-
ing the early harvest of significant acreages of mature timber, it has exacerbated 
the supply crunch that would have emerged in any case because of the previous 
unbalanced age class distribution. 
Finally, the outbreak had a significant effect on regeneration through several 
related pathways. It hindered cone and seed production in most years. Budworm 
from infested canopies damaged understory regeneration and even young well-
established trees. By requiring extensive clearcutting, the outbreak created ex-
tensive areas of young stands with more severe brush competition than might 
have occurred in the absence of budworm. 
Effects on landowners 
The budworm outbreak has had a powerful effect on Maine's forest land-
owners. The costs of protection programs were a serious financial burden, so 
that some owners opted to leave the program and take their chances with the 
budworm. The outbreak forced landowners to accelerate roading and salvage 
programs and to deviate from planned allowable cuts. While salvage programs 
may have momentarily increased total cash flow from many properties, now that 
the harvest must subside, cash revenues to owners will decline. 
The outbreak and its effects have led landowners to support intensified re-
search, to strengthen staff capacity and improve inventories, to intensify man-
agement of the New Forest, and to become more concerned with improved in-
ventory and allowable cut planning. The outbreak even led several owners to 
carry out their own spray programs. 
Effect or spraying 
What effect did spraying have on the course of the outbreak? There are several 
significant points that relate to this question. 
First, there is no clear evidence that the spray program prolonged the out-
break, as has often been considered a possibility. If spraying had any such ef-
feet, it could only have been a modest one, since the outbreak ran its course 
across the state in about the time period normally cited, or perhaps just a bit 
longer. 
Second, there is abundant evidence that in specific local situations, aggres-
sive spraying treatments did in fact lead to considerable differences in forest 
condition over time and to differences in ultimate survival and tree vigor. It is 
far more difficult, however, to generalize these observations to the forest as a 
whole. No more than one to two million acres were subjected to consistent pro-
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tection over the duration of the outbreak, though perhaps five million were 
treated at least once. 
That this outcome is difficult to quantify does not mean that it is unimpor-
tant It will mean a great deal to the particular landowners who have protected 
aggressively. It will increase their revenues and their range of management 
choices during the next few decades. By moderating the wood supply crunch to 
some degree, it will benefit the wood using industry. 
Estimating the effects of spraying on long-run supply potential poses severe 
methodological and data problems. Essentially, such estimates suppose an abil-
ity to construct "spray" and "no-spray" timber inventory scenarios not only over 
the period of an outbreak but for 3 to 6 decades into the future. Simulation mod-
els using the Forest Survey data for 1971 and 1981 have attempted to quantify 
the impact of spraying on long-term timber supply potential. They have found 
that even aggressive spraying does not alter the overall course of inventory de-
clines into the coming tJ:rree or four decades. But spraying does considerably in-
crease the end-of-period growing stock compared to the no spray scenario. 
Future supply potential will be strongly affected by the amount and effective-
ness of investment landowners make in intensive treatments. This is difficult to 
forecast over such a long period. 
Effects or silvicultural treatments 
As described in previous chapters, silvicultural treatments to reduce losses to 
budworm do not appear to have had a strong record of success in the 1970-85 
Maine budworm outbreak. While some landowners report that previously 
treated stands did seem to survive better or respond to spray treatment better 
than uncut stands, the acreages involved were small relative to the total resource. 
As to fir only cuts and other treatments conducted during the outbreak itself, 
there is actually little published scientific testing of their costs and efficacy. But 
it would be fair to say that few land managers interviewed would place any re-
liance on such treatments based on recent experience. 
This experience must be viewed with care before being uncritically applied 
to the future. For example, there were few acres in the forest in the 30-50 year 
age class in 1975. There was no opportunity to try hazard reduction treatments 
in such stands. The potential of hazard-reduction treatments applied in a timely 
manner-well ahead of the onset of the outbreak-should continue to be fully 
considered. In many cases, those treatments will have benefits in improving 
stand composition and volume growth apart from any benefit of redllCing sus-
ceptibility. At a minimum, effects of intensive treatments on spruce budworm 
susceptibility ought to receive consideration in planning future sil vicultural pro-
grams. 
Anticipatory hazard reduction treatments are often oversold. They should not 
be seen as an all-or-nothing alternative to pesticides or to salvage and pre-sal-
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vage. They will not affect the course of an outbreak, but they should reduce fu-
ture needs for spraying. The experience of the past 15 years has taught much 
about such treatments, but can hardly be called a fair test of their future utility. 
The joint effects of the budwonn mortality and the resulting salvage and pre-
salvage cutting were significant. First was a strong shift toward clearcutting, 
especially on ownerships where clearcutting had previously been avoided. Early 
experience showed that previous approaches to partial cutting simply would not 
work in a bud worm infested forest; this is especially true of thinnings from 
above, in contrast to thinnings throughout the diameter distribution. 
Landowner acceptance of the prediction that there will be a supply shortfall 
led several of them to invest heavily in growth-increasing treatments in estab-
lished stands, principally pre-commercial thinning in stands as young as five 
years of age. At least one landowner sought out stands of ages 10-30 to thin 
them in hopes of accelerating their rotation ages. In several cases, these treat-
ments proved to be too risky while an outbreak was in progress, as thinned stands 
began to display damage from feeding. 
Due both to the increased mortality in partially cut stands and the extensive 
areas under stress, the landowners ' responses to the outbreak produced ex-
tremely large areas of contiguous clearcuts, far larger than were initially in-
tended and than would have been planned under normal circumstances. These 
large cuts generated criticism of forest practices and undoubtedly produced a 
measure of aesthetic loss, and change in wildlife habitat, as well as generating 
concern over erosion and nutrient loss. They also stimulated interest in new man-
agement practices for bringing clearcuts, with a tendency to become inundated 
by brush, into production promptly. In many cases, these large openings have 
regenerated naturally to dense conifer stands, far beuer than many foresters 
would have predicted at the time. 
Another important effect is that all of our silvicultural research of this period 
is biased to an unknown degree by the contemporaneous effects of at least low 
level budworm feeding. 
Finally, markets for wood did adjust to some extent to the glut of budwonn 
salvage wood. Some plants adjusted their processes to use dead wood, and a 
market appeared in the form of the biomass fuel consumed by wood fired elec-
tric generating plants. In addition. sawmills began learning how far they could 
go in using salvage wood. Prior to 1979-80 few sawmills had had any ex-
perience with dead wood and there was some uncertainty as to how it could be 
used for lumber. 
Effect of outbreak on the environment 
The outbreak had extensive environmental effects. By hastening the conver-
sion of an extensive, economically mature forest to a much younger one it has 
changed wildlife habitat, aesthetic values, and fish habitat The management ac-
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tivities designed to cope with the outbreak or its effects have also had en-
vironmental effects. Effects of cutting on wildlife and fIsh habitat are well re-
viewed elsewhere (Bissonette 1986). The effects of insecticides on the environ-
ment is a complex subject that is not within the scope of this project 
The fish and wildlife of the spruce-fir forest have endured previous budworm 
outbreaks and have adapted over time. They have changed in response to pre-
vious waves of cutting and land use change. What is important is to determine 
how the changing forest and the changing management techniques affect the 
long-term picture. 
There is no doubt that the need to respond to the outbreak accelerated the 
long-term trend toward better road access and more intensive management of 
the forest Whether this is good or bad is not for us to determine here. Certainly 
the increased road access has a number of positive and negative effects on tradi-
tional recreational uses of the Maine woods. Increased access has increased 
hunting and fIshing pressure, at the same time as the mortaIity and cutting have 
put pressure on wildlife and fIsh habitat 
Deer wintering areas, low-lying and dense softwood stands, are especially 
likely to be both susceptible and vulnerable to budworm. In fact, LURC regu-
lations to control cutting in a deer wintering area triggered litigation at one point. 
Certainly the budworm infestation aggravated previous tensions among land-
owners, regulators, and the wildlife community over the proper management of 
these areas. Spraying was prescribed for deeryard management in Vermont but 
was not considered in Maine for that purpose. 
In some instances, bud worm mortality has diminished fIsh habitat as stands 
adjacent to streams died, eliminating streamside shading. It is in these low-lying 
areas that the dense fIr thickets, most vulnerable to budworm damage, lie. They 
were priority stands for salvage and presalvage when the outbreak's severity be-
came clear. When no-spray buffers were imposed to reduce pesticide deposit in 
streams, these areas suffered disproportionately from both mortality and aggres-
sive salvage cutting. In some cases, blowdown into streams degraded habitat 
further and hindered access for fishing. 
The outbreak clearly resulted in some elevation of fire hazard In the wake of 
the 1910-20 outbreak, there was apparently no upsurge in fIre incidence accord-
ing to MFS records. But the extensive areas of standing dead trees, of slash piles 
following salvage, and the patches of blow down in affected stands are cause for 
concern for at least several years. The Whiting fIre of 1986 showed how intense 
fires can be in budworm-<lamaged stands, and how dangerous the fine dry mate-
rial in the crowns can be in promoting spotting ahead of the fire. 
Economic and social effects 
The economic and social effects of the outbreak have been significant, though 
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they have been little studied so far. Considering that the shortfall remains ahead 
of us, many important effects are still in the future. For this project, only a brief 
listing of important effects can be given. 
Effects on forest landowners have been listed above, focusing on their sil-
vicultural practices. But landowners more generally were affected by losses, 
especially small owners who were not alert enough to salvage promptly or who 
were prevented from doing so by lack of markets. Many of these owners will 
have regeneration problems since they will not be able to afford to plant or to 
release young stands with herbicides. To the extent that large companies shifted 
to internal wood supplies, some small owners had more difficulty marketing 
their wood. 
The glut of salvage wood on the market has helped keep pulpwood prices low 
for landowners large and small. While this supply of low cost wood has been 
used in some unexpected ways, for example for wood energy and waferboard, 
the burden oflow prices has been real for many landowners. As the supply tight-
ens, prices will increase, as they have already begun to do. Competition for wood 
will increase, benefiting anyone with surviving timber. In addition, forest 
owners with other species will benefit as mills begin to substitute other species 
for spruce-fir, as is already happening to a limited extent 
The cash flow situation of many forest landowners will become severe during 
the 1990's, unless current timber supply predictions are radically wrong or un-
less significant changes occur in world wood product markets. This will affect 
not only their ability to fund intensi ve management and provide returns to 
owners but will place intense pressure on the Tree Growth Tax and the Com-
mercial Forest Excise Tax, which are already controversial. 
Workers in the woods and mills have been affected. The increase in logging 
has expanded production but has also stimulated more mechanization. While 
this reduces jobs per unit of wood cut, it increases safety, productivity, and wage 
levels for those employed. On the other hand, working in damaged stands is 
more dangerous than in healthy stands. Woodsworkers may have been exposed 
to the insecticides used. While there is no reason to believe that this poses any 
health risk, it is a source of concern to some people. 
As the wood supply tightens, mills have already begun to adjust their output 
and their employment patterns. It is a virtual certainty that jobs will be lost in 
both Quebec and Maine as lumber capacity shrinks. This will affect the individu-
als concerned as well as small, timber-dependent communities. 
As is the case with other points, however, it is important to note that we can-
not properly compare a future output and employment scenario between a for-
est with and one without budworm-4he latter does not exist. 
The budworm outbreak had another effect It prompted a period of severe 
conflict among the landowner community, state and federal agencies, residents 
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living near the spray area. environmental groups, and many others. A protracted 
series of bitter political battles occurred which at times dominated the state's 
forest policy scene. The bitter divisions and litigation which ensued had an ex-
pected but significant effect of the large-scale use of pesticides, the accelerated 
harvesting, and other effects of the outbreak and the methods employed to deal 
with it. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
THE FUTURE: PREDICfIONS, ROLES AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
101 
The under! ying purpose of this report is to assist forest managers, researchers, 
state officials, and other policy makers in facing the future of the Maine spruce-
fIr forest. Based on our own experiences, on the interviews with land managers 
and scientists, and on our analysis of the extensive scientific literature, we can 
offer a few observations that should be helpful. First, we offer what predictions 
we can about the future, mentioning the important uncertainties as well. Next 
we suggest key roles for the different interested groups and agencies concerned 
with the spruce-fir forest. Finally, we suggest some general recommendations 
for how the spruce-fir forest should be managed in the future. These recommen-
dations are no surprise to those familiar with the problem. We recognize that not 
all of them will be easy to carry out, and some will meet with at least mild dis-
sent. Also, future experience will undoubtedly suggest a need to revise these 
recommendations to some degree. 
Predictions and uncertainties 
These predictions are reasonably well founded in the experience and research 
to date, but they are also formed by our own judgments. Some of them will be 
subject to dispute by at least some observers. In addition,locally signifIcant ex-
ceptions will be found in many cases. We are observing a historical ecological 
process that has gone on for thousands of years, but we have only a sample of 
one imperfectly-studied outbreak. on which to base predictions for the future. 
Moreover, the forest conditions as they will be modified by harvesting and man-
agement have never occurred to any extent before in the Maine forest. This 
makes extrapolating from past experience even more hazardous. 
1. The next oU/break's timing and intensity are uncertain but predictions are 
possible 
The recent outbreak showed erratic ups and downs of populations (see graphs 
of populations trends and light trap catches, Figures 1-4). But, it is clear that 
populations at this writing have declined to orders of magnitude below anything 
experienced since 1967. Populations also have collapsed in the regions to our 
north and west, and are showing trends towards collapse to our east. It is quite 
likely that we are entering a period of quiescence in the budworm cycle that will 
last for several years. 
It can be argued that the outbreak could res urge at an early date, and that must 
be considered as a possibility. We have fir and spruce resources left that might 
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support an infestation, and we have remnants of the outbreak remaining in the 
Southeast Coastal region that could burgeon and spread. However, we argued 
earlier (Chapter I) that the [If and spruce resources remaining are probably 
mostly of low quality for the budwOlln. Our remaining infestation is unlikely to 
spread anywhere except to the east with the prevailing winds. And, there are 
few surging populations to our west or north to send us moth flights. We appear 
to be entering a period of almost nonexistent budworm, as occurred between 
1920 and the mid-1940's. If we must make a prediction, that is it; but it must be 
understood that the prediction is made not on absolutes but on probabilities. 
If this prediction turns out to be true, the next question is when to expect a 
new outbreak. Some will argue that Maine might expect to not endure another 
outbreak at all because its forests will be younger overall and more diverse in 
age and composition, and theoretically less vulnerable to budworm than at any 
time in the past. However, the cartographic histories of past outbreaks suggest 
that the next one is likely to originate to our west, in Ontario and Quebec. Those 
forests are not now as intensively managed as our own and for the next cycle at 
least are not likely to be. Once the forests of western Quebec regenerate and ma-
ture, the stage will be set for a new outbreak, and moth flights will certainly in-
vade Maine. The conditions of our forests at that time cannot prevent us from 
seeing increases in budworm numbers in that event. But, with diverse forests, 
young forests, and good road access, the problem should be more easily man-
aged than in the recent outbreak. When will that occur? If the regular oscilla-
tion theory of population dynamics is correct, its beginning should be about 35 
years from the beginning of the recent extensive outbreak, which in Maine, was 
1970 to 1972. That places the start of a next one about 2005 to 2010. If the double 
equilibrium theory of population dynamics is correct, a new outbreak should 
not occur until [If forests to our west have matured. That, again, would be, at 
minimum, 30 to 40 years from now. 
Because of the great uncertainty of these predictions, Maine land managers 
would be prudent to expect the possibility of renewed outbreak at any time. As 
each year goes by, the impact of human activities on the biosphere increases, 
and natural cycles such as the budworm cycle could well be modified by inputs 
such as intensified forest management, atmospheric pollution, and other effects 
that we cannot anticipate. 
2. Forest conditions of 1970 will not recur 
The intense.budworm outbreak of the 1970-85 period was made more severe 
by the relatively extensive and mature forest of that period. The rapid accumu-
lation of volume from the 1950's to the mid 70's was accompanied by increased 
overstocking, larger tree sizes, and modest harvesting rates. In addition, the ex-
tensive conversion from river driving to truck hauling began only in the mid-
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60's and meant that by the mid-70's, mainline haul roods had not yet been built 
into many of the more remote areas. As a result there existed extensive unmaded 
areas of mature fit and spruce. These were producing large crops of staminate 
flowers and many stands were declining in vigor, especially in the fir com-
ponent At the same time, access for salvage or management was difficult This 
was a perfect recipe for a severe and damaging outbreak. 
These conditions will not recur. The forest of 2000 or 2020 will be readily ac-
cessible, and will be a much YOWlger forest than that of 1970. Demand for wood 
will be high in relation to annual growth, not low as it was in the 1950's and 
60's. Landowners' knowledge of and ability to implement intermediate cuttings 
to affect stand structure, composition, and growth is far greater than it was. Over 
time, all of these facts mean that the future forest's structure will be far differ-
ent than in 1970, and its average age will be lower. Just how this will affect bud-
wonn susceptibility and vulnerability is not entirely clear, but the classic 
scenario of outbreak eruption will likely not apply. The extensive stands of over-
mature trees will not be there. Also, fir could be more abWldant than it is now 
unless many stands receive intermediate treatments. 
It is hard to be certain that the budworm will not adapt to this. It is also hard 
to know how forests in adjacent Quebec and to the West will develop-and those 
have been past epicenters of the continent-wide outbreaks. 
3. Our knowledge is greater. but still limited 
As managers faced the 1970's outbreak, they had little well-documented re-
search and past experience to go on. The detailed work at Green River (Morris 
1963) was used to Wlderstand budworm dynamics, but how widely those rela-
tionships could be extrapolated over space and time was WlCertain. Individual 
landowner files contained extensive data on the forest conditions after the 1912-
20 outbreak, but there was little empirical basis for making most important man-
agement decisions. Also, early in the outbreak it was widely felt that insecti-
cides alone would be able to substantially fend off the threat 
In facing a future outbreak, we can draw upon a much larger base of data:, in-
formation, hypotheses, and models, but many important questions are still not 
well understood. This, together with the changes in future forest conditions, 
means that continued research and critical thinking will be essential. 
4. Early warning will be better 
In the late 1940's, experts warned that Maine faced a serious budworm out-
break. In the event, the intense outbreak carne later than they had expected it 
would. Timber harvest levels were too low for cutting to have had much impact 
on forest vulnerability in any case. Arguably, better early warning would have 
been of little value then. 
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In the future, we will have the benefit of recent experience which demon-
strates the importance of advanced planning and early warning. Land managers 
will be able to monitor moth populations with pheromones and light traps and 
to be alert to early developments in central Canada. They will be able to watch 
for the onset of staminate flower crops in younger stands and to track spring 
temperature patterns to be alert for the classic wann spring weather patterns that 
may have played a role in outbreak release in the past. 
Managers who carry out risk-rating in emerging young stands will be better 
able to exploit the added advantage of early warning. Also, they will be able to 
benefit from past experience and modeling which indicate that earlier spray in-
tervention than was used in the 1970's would be wise. 
5. Future response options will be richer 
With improved road access, the higher demand for wood, and the ability to 
carry out anticipatory treatments, management responses to the next outbreak 
will be much further ahead of the game and will use a richer mix of tools than 
previously. If managers in fact take advantage of their improved early warning 
capability, it will mean a quantum increase in their ability to manage the impact 
of the next outbreak, even if that outbreak turns out to be severe. 
6. More planted and treated slands 
An important factor changing the forest is the fact that many more acres, by 
2000 or 2020, will be planted or treated stands. Plantations will still not domi-
nate the forest in acreage, but they will support a disproportionate share of the 
production. It is difficult to predict how different a planted stand will be from a 
natural one at ages 30-50, since many volunteer trees appear in plantations, and 
we cannot predict how many planted acres will receive cleanings or thinnings 
during that period. Plantations not treated at all may closely resemble natural 
stands after 40 years, complete with interspersed hardwoods. 
Stands, natural or planted, that receive intermediate treatments will provide 
different budworm habitat and hence different degrees of susceptibility and 
vulnerability from the 1970's natural stands. Points of difference include: 
• Herbicide treated stands will develop rapidly, may express dominance 
faster, and will have smaller hardwood components than natural stands, par-
ticularly on former mixed wood sites. 
• Spaced or thinned stands will undoubtedly display more vigorous diameter 
growth than untreated stands, but they will develop deeper crowns that may 
be better budworm habitat. How this better budworm habitat will trade off 
against stronger stand vigor will be difficult to predict . 
• Market dynamics will profoundly affect the rotation ages to which these 
stands are carried. If current projections are correct, there will be extremely 
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tight sawlog and studwood markets in the 1990's and later. This could lead 
to early harvest of stands that develop rapidly to small sawlogs, or it could 
boost prices to a point that will lead more owners to carry stands longer to 
capture sawlog value growth. Extreme pressures on pulpwood supplies 
could also lead to premature cutting of some stands. In fact, anything that 
does lead to early harvest of some of these stands would be to the good since 
it would further interrupt the development of a new, extensive age class ap-
proaching budworm vulnerability at the same time. 
Intensive treatments are costly and cannot be expected to cover really large 
areas over the next 20 years. On poorer sites and in some other conditions they 
will not pay economically and will probably not be applied. S till, at present rates 
of application, the effects of intensive treatments will certainly be far more vis-
ible in the forest of 2020. 
7. We don't know how susceptible/vulnerable the new forest will be 
Considering the many changes that can be anticipated, it is hard to guess how 
the growing stands of the New Forest will compare to those of 1970's mature 
forest in susceptibility and vulnerability to budworm attacks. But even if these 
factors change little, the changes in access, age class distribution, and breaking 
up of large areas of mature forest will assist managers in responding to an out-
break. 
8. Practicality and efficacy of hazard reduction treatments continues to be un-
certain 
In smaller diameter stands, there will be difficulty in rmding economical 
methods of intermediate stand treatments to maintain vigor, anticipate normal 
mortality, and shift stand composition toward less vulnerable species. The strong 
demand for softwood will increase the incentives for solving this problem, 
however. 
Given the extreme wood supply difficulties expected, we can expect treat-
ments to be geared to developing prompt regeneration, producing high conifer 
volume growth, and shortening rotations. To what extent classical hazard reduc-
tion techniques ("cut the fir") can be incorporated into such regimes is uncer-
tain. 
Further, in view of the many changes in the forest, and the budworm 's adapta-
bility, it would be hazardous to rely too heavily on classical hazard reduction 
measures alone. 
9. Post-outbreak secondary pest problems could arise 
The forest continues to recover its foliage complement, root mass, overall 
vigor, and growth in the wake of the cessation of the outbreak. But the stress 
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has been extremely severe and prolonged in many areas. It is not uncommon for 
other secondary beetle or disease problems to arise under such conditions, espe-
cially when trees are additionally stressed by drought or harsh winter or spring 
weather conditions. 
Roles (or key actors 
The virtual disappearance of budworm populations brings with it a risk that 
key participants in the budworm issue will turn attention to other problems and 
not maintain the programs and capabilities that would best position the state to 
respond to an early resurgence or to benefit in future silvicultural planning from 
past experience. For this reason, it is an apt time to consider what roles should 
be played by the major interested agencies and groups. 
1. Landowners and industry 
Landowners and industrial wood users will determine how the forest is man-
aged and harvested. Their role should be to maintain a constant awareness of 
how year-to-year actions might affect future susceptibility and vulnerability, as 
well as to maintain strong control over future age class distribution. The land-
owner and industrial community should pursue strong efforts in the following 
areas: 
a. Support targeted applied research on how the changes in the forest will af-
fect susceptibility and vulnerability and how management techniques de-
signed to increase fiber volume growth will relate to budworm management 
considerations. A serious joint effort is needed to determine specifically what 
should be done. 
b. Conduct internal "institutional memory" exercises just like we have done, 
to assure that the owner's staff experience is captured and learned from and 
that key records are preserved. Some of this information may be suitable raw 
material for scientific analysis. 
c. Prepare senior management for the possibility that resurgences of the out-
break could occur in the short term and that a new outbreak is likely in the 
21st century. 
d. Continue using improved inventory and forest modeling techniques to an-
alyze future harvest flows, plan silvicultural strategies, and understand the 
dynamics of the New Forest 
e. Cooperate with the MFS on an extensive, field oriented early warning ef-
fort, and help assure that a viable Survey and Detection effort continues. 
f. Maintain a strong effort at stand risk-rating for both the old forest and the 
new. 
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2. State: Maine Forest Service 
The state's principal role should be to maintain its key capabilities so that they 
can be available if needed, and to urge all others to do likewise. Someone must 
assure that 10 or 15 years from now the key preparations for the next outbreak 
have not been forgotten in the press of other business. 
This is all the more important considering that by the year 2000 most of the 
MFS people with extensive budworm survey and control experience will have 
retired. 
a. Monitor key aspects of ongoing timber supply/demand trends. This pro~ 
ably means a need for a 1996 midcycle survey. There is an indication that ex-
isting methods seriously undercount the drain on the forest. Better data on 
drain must be developed. 
b. Maintain expertise and leadership in survey and detection and early warn-
ing systems, including improvements, as available, in technology for this pur-
pose. Include consideration of pest population health and vigor as well as tree 
and stand health. Cooperate with landowner staff in the field aspects of this 
worle. 
c. Maintain expertise on insecticides and application techniques against fu-
ture need. Coordinate with the industry and the USFS to advocate continued 
availability of needed pesticides. Maintain strong liaison with all budworm 
activities in eastern Canada. 
d. Continue supporting modeling and applied research on budworm issues. 
e. Maintain vigilance concerning secondary pest occurrences and fife hazard 
aspects of the changing forest 
f. Consolidate this synthesis project by assuring its distribution, following up 
on loose ends, and assuring that all MFS fLIes on budworm are preserved in 
usable order. 
g. Assure that the SBW program doesn't become a stepchild. Assure that staff 
are able to attend meetings and stay current with both applied and scientific 
developments. 
3. USDA Forest Service 
The Forest Service is the logical national agency to maintain leadership in 
control and survey and detection technology as well as in overall insecticide 
development and registration and forestry research. With its extensive techni-
cal staffs, it plays a prominent role in technology transfer as well. 
a. Sustain progress in developing new and improved insecticides and appli-
cation technologies, especially biological materials. 
b. Maintain and publish the bibliography on spruce budworm on a periodic 
basis. 
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c. Continue strong liaison with the EPA and the Congress on pesticide regu-
latory issues affecting the forestry community. 
d. Continue research on the silvicultural and pest management issues in the 
northeastern spruce-fir forest. Avoid the temptation to declare the war won 
and shift to newly urgent fields. 
e. Assure that the experience of the early SO's is not repeated. In the 50's an 
extensive USFS investment was made in establishing field plots to help eval-
uate changes in forest vulnerability to budworm. By the 1970's, when this in-
formation was needed, the plots could not be located so the investment was 
lost. 
4. University 
The University should maintain its leading role in research, teaching, and 
technology transfer. 
a. Assure that a thorough budworm archive exists so that information retrieval 
is easy when needed. 
b. Maintain the annual spruce budworm research conferences. 
c. Continue to seek support for a targeted CFRU effort on emerging applied 
research issues in the budwonn area. 
d. Examine the curriculum in forest protection to assure that it adequately re-
flects the management needs of future years. 
e. Maintain a planned technology transfer/extension effort on spruce bud-
worm issues. 
Managing the future forest . 
1. Make cultural investments on the best sites and try to tailor them to site con-
ditions. 
2. Avoid reliance on a single species. 
3. Do not extensively convert mixed wood to conifer. 
4. Keep the fir ... welcome its rapid early growth; but be ready to cut it later 
in intermediate treatments. 
5. Manage the forest to try to minimize the area and cost of future spray pro-
tection. 
6. Keep check plots so we can see what happens in untreated conditions ... sur-
prises are not uncommon. 
7. C08(~uct aggressive survey and detection and work for eariy warning (e.g. 
pheromone and light traps). 
8. Watch closely for secondary pests in budworm damaged stands. 
9. Make smaller clearcuts where possible-do not create more extensive uni-
form stands. 
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10. Use partial cutting systems with care, to create vigorously growing stands 
with stronger spruce representation where possible. But note that the result-
ing deep crowns may create high vulnerability. 
11. Whenever possible, use intermediate treatments or even premature harvests 
to break up the large even-aged areas created in the wake of 1970-80 sal-
vage operations. 
12. Keep possible effects on budworm susceptibility/vulnerability in mind 
when planning treatment regimes. 
13. Maintain the capability to spray earlier in the outbreak than was done in the 
1970's. 
14. Pilot test and adapt new ideas on monitoring tree and forest vigor and health 
over large areas. 
15. Keep watching. Be alert to unexpected changes and to new ideas. 
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Appendix A. Maps of spruce defoliation in Maine, 1949 to 
1988. Updated {1985-1988} from Osawa {1986}. 
